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Nature contact has been acknowledged as beneficial for children’s development and 
wellbeing, as it is for all humans. At the same time, children’s free play in nature 
and independent mobility, ‘free-ranging,’ has been declining in Western societies in 
recent decades. One solution to this dilemma, nature clubs and camps with the aim 
of introducing and promoting children’s nature contact, are becoming increasingly 
common. Nature programmes aim to (re-)connect children and nature through 
educational goals. One example of such a place, the children's garden, is becoming 
increasingly recognized as a place where adults hope that children will learn various 
skills and subjects, while simultaneously hoping the children will improve their 
relationship with nature. Despite the known educational and health benefits of 
gardening, children's interactions with the actual physical elements of a place are 
less understood and examined. By recognizing more factors that affect children's 
process in forming a close, durable and meaningful relationship with natural places 
like the garden, adults become more capable of appropriately supporting children. 
The aim of this research was to unravel how children connect with such a natural 
space, the garden by looking at the place-specific affordances. The concept of 
affordances is the key to this study; it refers to the physical elements of the 
environment that reveal opportunities for interaction once they have been 
perceived. 

The research comprises two parts. The first phase of the study evaluated Finnish 
primary school children’s relationship with plants and nature, by comparing 
rural/suburban and boys’/girls’ attitudes and knowledge about plants and favourite 
places. The comparison was conducted through a survey of 76 children. Using 
mixed methods, the statistical analysis included paired cross tabulation, and chi-
square-tests (χ2) to measure the significance of differences among the groups 
rural/suburban, and boys/girls. The second part of the study consisted of 
qualitative fieldwork with ethnographic participant and non-participant 
observations throughout summers 2008-2010 in the Kumpula School Garden in 
Helsinki. In order to study the phenomenon of how children make their connection 
to nature through place-based affordances, the study leans on an interpretivist 
ontology that views reality as understandable by observing actors within their social 
context. To assess the child-centred potential of a garden environment for building 
connection to nature, I examined the affordances in a garden camp context, 
focusing on 6- to 11-year-old, inexperienced children (~40 participants for each 
year of the study). The long-term fieldwork generated outstanding data: field 
reports and notes, videos, photographs and children’s drawings and interviews.  

Grounded theory method (GT) was applied in studies II and III. Analysis 
followed the GT analytical procedure of open coding, selective coding and 
theoretical coding. In GT, the initial basis for the study is to understand a particular 
social phenomenon in order to build a theory upon it. Inductive and repeated 
analysis focused on the children’s actions in combination with the actual natural 
affordances. In formulating the theory, the findings of garden affordances for 



children were evaluated relatively with these theoretical concepts: environmental 
child-friendliness (ECF), the zone of proximal development (ZPD), behavioural 
insideness, and connectedness to nature/place.  

Firstly, the results in study I showed that the relationship between nature and 
greenery differs according to residence and gender. The children living in a rural 
area (N= 34 in Paltamo, Kainuu) were more likely to mention natural places as their 
favourites than did their suburban counterparts (N=42 in Helsinki). Illustratively, 
rural children claimed to know the forest trees by name more often than the 
suburban children. In addition, the rural children understood mankind as part of 
nature, whereas suburban children were more likely to disagree with this 
claim.  The group differences reported were statistically significant. The girls were, 
in general, more interested in plants than the boys. Alarmingly, 36% of the boys did 
not understand that plants are essential for human life. The girls understood better 
that plants are vital for human life. 

Second, results in the following studies II and III in the garden camp context 
showed that the versatility of affordances offered plenty of opportunities for 
building the nature-child relationship. The garden fostered social interactions by 
offering plentiful materials in a varied space. The variability and abundance of 
affordances boosted ZPD through scaffolding – learning together and from more 
experienced peers while using the affordances proved noteworthy in learning and 
passing on new skills. The essential factors that had a contributory role in the 
process of becoming empowered players within the setting were: sufficient time, 
the possibility of child-directed play and a space with a versatility of 
affordances available for use. With these factors, the garden affordances brought 
about 14 various play types. 

Trees were the most significant elements of the research site in fostering a 
relationship with nature. They answered children’s situational and individual needs 
by offering ideas, challenge, materials, and space for play. Wooden material 
affordances offered props and loose parts for different play needs. The trees 
possessed qualities equivalent to children’s needs for building self-confidence and 
emotion regulation, competence and belonging, creativity, excitement and 
affection. Climbing trees offered the children the challenge of handling risks 
autonomously. Consequently, trees serve well as indicator plants in assessing the 
children's connectedness to place. 

The children’s whole process of connecting with the place was captured, and the 
actual phases of this evolving connectedness are presented. Along with the concept 
of behavioural insideness that represents the behaviour of a child when she/he feels 
connected with a place, this study identifies the preceding phases: the initial phase 
as outsiders, then searchers, and finally the proactive insiders. In the first phase, as 
an outsider, the still insecure children looked for comfort around the vegetation. 
Tall trees were visibly inviting, offering an asylum or a shield before the children 
gained the confidence to start the searcher phase. The searchers, as the name 
implies, were constantly exploring their surroundings and the phase also involved 
showing off one's skills to make friends. For the searchers, the garden affordances 



offered versatility for choosing suitable materials and space. The biodiversity of the 
place was key to satisfying children’s needs by offering suitable affordances; it 
successfully fostered the development of behavioural insideness within two weeks, 
and this ultimately led to a strong connectedness to place. In the last phase as 
insiders, long-term play utilizing a wide variety of natural materials was typical, and 
the children behaved both spontaneously and imaginatively. 

The adults and peers had an effect on the children's connection process and to 
the actualization of garden's affordances, affecting the ECF. Impetus, which 
triggered the use of affordances, was either personal or situational. Some of the 
obstacles came from personal shortcomings, such as lack of interest or experience, 
or from fears and/or dislikes. Common obstacles from adults included a desire to 
move forward with the planned programme or an appeal to safety and rules.  

The development of a grounded theory, the IAO theory, outlines possible 
combinations of place-based impetuses, obstacles and affordances, all of which 
have an effect on the children’s process of connecting to place. The theory is an 
equation, which makes it user-friendly in assessing and planning children’s nature-
based activities and environments. In addition, the theoretical framework of 
‘Affordances channel connectedness to place’ opens up the external and internal 
preconditions necessary for children before they start utilizing the existing 
affordances, their three-phased process towards connectedness to place, and the 
manifestations of the final stage, behavioural insideness. Finally, a child-centred 
implication, PIT (Place-based, Intention and Time), provides guidelines to help 
adults to plan and conduct place-based, situational-sensitive nature activities for 
children. With these three GT outcomes, children’s connection to nature can be well 
supported. 



Luontokontaktit tukevat lasten kehitystä ja hyvinvointia. Samaan aikaan kun tieto 
luontokontaktien hyödyistä lisääntyy, lasten vapaan liikkumisen ja luonnossa 
vietetyn ajan on havaittu vähenevän länsimaissa. Jotta voimme paremmin tukea 
lasten luontosuhteen kehittymistä ja suunnitella lapsien tarpeita palvelevia 
viherympäristöjä ja luontotoimintaa, tarvitsemme lisää tietoa siitä, miten lasten 
luontosuhde muotoutuu ja mitä läheisen luontosuhteen syntyminen edellyttää. 
Puutarha on tuttu ja monipuolinen viherympäristö, joka soveltuu hyvin niin 
oppimisympäristöksi koulutyössä kuin vapaa-ajan toimintaankin. Jotta puutarha 
toimisi paikkana, jossa lapsi voi rakentaa luontosuhdettaan, tarvitaan tietoa siitä, 
miten he muodostavat omaehtoisesti suhteensa puutarhaympäristöön; mikä heitä 
kiinnostaa, millaista toimintaa puutarhan tarjoumat (affordances) mahdollistavat 
heille, miten ja millaisiin tarjoumiin lapset mieluiten tarttuvat ja mitä läheisen 
paikkasuhteen muodostuminen edellyttää? 

Tämä väitöstutkimus selvitti alakouluikäisten kaupunkilasten paikkasuhteen 
muotoutumista puutarhassa. Aluksi selvitettiin kaupunkilasten (Helsinki) ja 
maaseudun lasten (Paltamo) sekä tyttöjen ja poikien eroja suhtautumisessa 
kasveihin ja luonnosta löytyviin lempipaikkoihin kyselytutkimuksella. Maaseudun 
lapset nimesivät luontoympäristöjä lempipaikoikseen kaupunkilaislapsia 
useammin. He myös kertoivat tunnistavansa puut paremmin kuin kaupunkilaiset, 
ja vastasivat useammin ihmisen olevan osa luontoa. Lisäksi tutkimuksessa 
havaittiin, että kasvit kiinnostivat tyttöjä enemmän kuin poikia ja pojat kokivat 
useammin, etteivät kasvit ole välttämättömiä ihmiselle. Vertailututkimuksen 
tulokset antoivat syyn tutkia aihetta empiirisesti kenttäoloissa, havainnoiden lasten 
toimintaa suhteessa paikan luontoon. 

Toisessa vaiheessa tutkimusta tehtiin laadullisella grounded theory (GT) 
menetelmällä. Tutkittavaa ilmiötä lähestyttiin avoimin kysymyksin, ilman 
ennakkoon asetettuja hypoteeseja, ja tavoitteena oli tuottaa aineistolähtöinen uusi 
teoria. Havainnoinnin kohteena Kumpulan koulukasvitarhan puutarhaleireillä 
olivat lasten puutarhassa aktualisoimat tarjoumat eli ne luonnon elementit, jotka 
saivat lapsissa aikaan toimintaa; esimerkiksi puu, johon kiipeiltiin. Mittava aineisto 
kerättiin etnografisesti tutkijapositiota vaihtamalla osallistuvasta ei-osallistuvaan 
havainnointiin kolmen kesän aikana. Aineisto, jonka keruuta suunnattiin vuosittain 
tarkentavin otoksin analyysin edetessä, koostui kenttämuistiinpanoista, 
valokuvista ja videoista, kyselyistä, lasten puutarhapiirroksista ennen ja jälkeen 
leirin, sekä toisten ohjaajien leiripäiväkirjoista. Aineiston triangulaatio tuotti 
moniulotteisen käsityksen lasten paikkasuhteen muotoutumisesta, sillä se perustui 
jatkuvan vertailun analyysiin ja aineistokeruu lopetettiin vasta, kun 
tutkimusintressiin nojannut teoreettinen otanta ei enää tuonut uusia näkökulmia. 

Aineiston perusteella havaittiin, että lasten paikkasuhteen muotoutuminen 
puutarhassa on kolmivaiheinen prosessi. Ulkopuolisina (outsiders) lapset kyselivät 
koska pääsee kotiin, ja saattoivat osoittaa inhoa esimerkiksi multaa tai matoja 
kohtaan. Suojan hakeminen puiden lähettyviltä tai kasvinosien hermostunut 



hypistely oli tavallista. Pian siirryttiin etsijä (searchers) vaiheeseen, jota kuvaa 
parhaiten ympäristön tutkiminen, kyseleminen ja ystävystyminen omia taitoja 
esitellen. Kolmannessa vaiheessa lapsi oli sisäpiiriläinen (insiders), jolloin 
puutarhan tarjoumien käyttö oli monipuolisinta, leikit mielikuvitusrikkaita ja 
pitkäkestoisia. Kokonaisuudessaan läheisen paikkasuhteen syveneminen 
sisäpiiriläiseksi kesti noin kaksi viikkoa, mutta prosessi oli yksilöllinen ja siihen 
vaikuttivat sekä ohjaajan toiminta että lapsen henkilökohtaiset tarpeet ja 
ominaisuudet. Läheisen paikkasuhteen muodostuminen edellytti riittävästi 
vapaata leikkiaikaa sekä sopivia tarjoumia, joita sai vapaasti käyttää. 

Suosituin ja samalla monipuolisin puutarhan tarjoumista olivat puut, jotka 
toimivat paitsi leikkipaikkana, myös materiaalien lähteenä luoviin leikkeihin. Puut 
vastasivat tilannekohtaisiin ja lapsen henkilökohtaisiin tarpeisiin tarjoten ideoita, 
haastetta, suojaa ja välineitä itsensä toteuttamiseen. Puiden tarjoamiin 
aktiviteetteihin tarttuminen muuttui eri vaiheissa paikkasuhteen muodostumista, 
tullen rikkaammaksi ja monipuolisemmaksi, mitä pidempään lapsi oli viettänyt 
aikaa puutarhassa. Lasten tarpeisiin vastaavana tarjoumana puita voi käyttää myös 
paikkasuhteen muotoutumisen indikaattorikasvina. Puu tarjoumat auttoivat 
laajentamaan lapsen optimaalisen kehityksen vyöhykettä (ZPD), kun tilanteita 
uusien taitojen oppimiseen yhdessä taitavampien ikätovereiden kanssa tarjoutui 
niiden avulla usein. Prosessista on julkaisussa teoreettinen malli ’Tarjoumat 
paikkasuhteen muotoutumisen kanavina’, jonka avulla tarjoumia voi tarkastella 
paikkasuhteen kehittymisen arvioinnissa. 

Tutkimuksen johtopäätöksenä luotu IAO teoria (engl. Impetus + Affordances – 
Obstacles) kuvaa yhtälömuodossa sitä, kuinka lapsen yksilökohtaiset ja 
tilanteeseen liittyvät yllykkeet yhdistettynä paikan tarjoumien määrään ja laatuun, 
miinus tarjoumiin tarttumisen esteet, vaikuttavat lapsen paikkasuhteen 
muotoutumisprosessiin ja sisäpiiriläisyyden syntyyn. Aktualisoituneiden 
tarjoumien kautta kasvattajat voivat arvioida toiminnan lapsi- ja 
paikkalähtöisyyttä. Käytännönläheinen PIT malli (engl. Place-based, Intention, 
Time) antaa kasvattajille eväitä paikkalähtöiseen ja tilanneherkkään 
kasvatustyyliin, jolla voidaan tukea lapsen omaehtoisen luontosuhteen 
kehittymistä. 
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As it is for all humans, nature contact is beneficial for children. Close 
connections to natural places promote welfare in children, but a better 
understanding about the quality of places, as well as the time spent in them, is 
crucial to grasping how the connection to nature actually develops (Christian 
et al., 2015). If caretakers neither comprehend nor appreciate children's ways 
of experiencing the natural environment and its various elements, the effects 
of nature contact on a child’s relationship with nature may remain minor or 
insignificant (Beckley, 2003). In order to encourage beneficial nature contact, 
a deeper understanding of what children find appealing in the natural 
environment is necessary (Gill, 2014; Malone, 2016; Skår et al., 2016; White & 
Stoecklin, 2008). In urban neighbourhoods in particular, an understanding of 
how to meet children's needs before planning green environments is 
eminently important for landscape architects and regional authorities, as it is 
for educators who put to good use these spaces.  

Urban green spaces such as parks and gardens, provide the opportunity to 
examine how children’s relationship to nature’s various elements is evolving; 
in these everyday green spaces it is possible to encourage and promote even 
the most urbanized children’s relationship with nature. By understanding how 
children in middle childhood (6-10 years old) establish their connection with 
nature, adults can better support beneficial contact with the natural world.  
  
The purpose of the next section is to examine the contemporary research on 
children’s nature contact and gardens. The review mainly focuses on middle 
childhood, i.e. primary school children of 7-12 years old. This literature review 
is multidisciplinary including human issues in horticultural science (also 
known as HIH), human geography, environmental education and psychology 
and landscape/urban planning.  As my own field of study is horticultural 
sciences, this dissertation focuses largely on the physical elements of the 
environment in combination with children’s actions. 

I will begin with children’s relationship with nature by introducing the 
understood benefits of nature contact for children. Then, I will present 
research on connectedness to nature and play in natural places, along with the 
risks involved.  I will define the key concepts of this study: the affordances, 
behavioural insideness and connectedness to place. Some concepts, however, 
will be introduced only later in the results and discussion section, this is 
because in the GT method, utilized here, preliminary ideas are usually ignored 
in order to study a phenomenon without presumptions. As my analytical 
process progressed, I started to compare my findings to a popular child 
development theory, Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal child development 
(ZPD) and to Horelli’s (2007) concept of environmental child friendliness 
(ECF). 



 

Moving on to children’s gardens, I will discuss gardens as a place for children, 
learning in gardens, and the findings on children’s development and wellbeing 
related to garden environments. In addition, I will provide an overview of the 
history of the children’s garden camp tradition in Helsinki, Finland, as a 
subtext to the research site. After introducing the methods, participants and 
research sites, this dissertation continues by chronologically presenting 
results from the three published studies. Some results are discussed in greater 
depth than was possible in the published articles. Finally, the result of the 
grounded theory method, the IAO theory, the theoretical model ‘Affordances 
channel connectedness to place’ and the practical implication ‘PIT,’ for 
conducting a place-based, situational-sensitive nature activity for children, are 
presented for educators to test and use. 

Early qualitative studies in the 1970s and 80s revealed that children feel at 
home in and attach personal meaning to natural spaces with (bio)diverse 
vegetation and trees, making these spaces special to them. The ground-
breaking studies by Kevin Lynch (1977), Roger Hart (1979) and R.C. Moore 
(1980, 1986) were a starting point for the child-centred, phenomenological 
approach to children and their environments. The researchers observed 
children in their own immediate surroundings (places) and let them guide, tell 
and show what was important for them and what they did with the particular 
elements of a specific place.  

Hart, Moore and Lynch were interested in the interchange between 
children and their environments in relation to childhood development. They 
shared the finding that places that provided children with the freedom to act 
independently were usually natural places with vegetation, often ‘wastelands’, 
such as vacant lots or wildish groves, but also parks and gardens. In such 
places, children could create their own private worlds and choose their actions 
according to the specific characteristics of the particular place.  

In Hart’s study in Vermont with four- to eleven-year-old children, he 
revealed that smaller natural places were often used in a particular way: a 
certain tree was for climbing, or a certain bush served as a hiding place. Hart 
also recognized that children sought quiet time or retreat in places usually 
surrounded by nature, such as brooks, nearby water, rocks or under bushes or 
trees. The possibility of manipulating the environment with available natural 
loose parts, such as stones, branches or the like, was of primary importance 
for the children. (Hart, 1979). 

Inspired by his colleague’s work, R.C. Moore (1986), decided to study nine- 
to twelve-year-old children’s favourite places in their neighbourhood first in 
the San Francisco Bay area (1980) and, later in three different urban locations 
in England (Moore, 1886). Within this age group, he found out that adventure 
was important and environments that supported adventure play (exploiting 
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natural loose parts), were mostly favoured. In his study, the children sought 
places where they could play without adult interference. 

 The study at hand took inspiration from those early studies of children in 
their environments. Hart and his contemporaries discovered that through 
everyday nature encounters, children learned about themselves while learning 
about the natural world.  Like Hart and Moore, I believe it is vital to study 
children’s own initiatives in nature instead of, for example, measuring the 
adult-driven goals or outcomes of a nature programme or activity. Above all, I 
became interested in what takes place amongst children outside the adult-led 
curriculum of such a nature programme. Consequently, I decided to embark 
on a child-centred, empirical qualitative study in the tradition of Hart and his 
subsequent colleagues (Hart, 1979; Lynch, 1977; and Moore, 1986; Sobel, 
2002).  

Modern children are known to connect to their environment holistically, 
with all their senses, and to highly value variable places with vegetation, hills 
and meadows and the presence of water (Alerby, 2000; Faber Taylor et al., 
1998, 2002; Faber Taylor & Kuo, 2006; Hart, 1979, Korpela et al., 2002; 
Laaksoharju & Rappe, 2010; Min & Lee, 2006; Moore, 1986; Moore, 1995; 
Wells, 2000). Children tend to prefer places in which they are able to play and 
perform different types of activities without excessive external control (e.g. 
Castonguay & Jutras, 2009; Herrington & Brussoni, 2015; Jones, 2000; Kyttä, 
2002, 2006; Min & Lee 2006). In addition, Jones (2000), Kyttä (2002), 
Castonguay and Jutras (2009), and Lim and Barton (2010) among others, 
have argued that children are mostly attracted by variable and easily 
manipulated spaces with multiple opportunities for action. It seems that 
children choose as their favourites those places that best respond to their 
emotional needs, such as self-regulation (e.g. Korpela et al., 2002). In early 
childhood, such places to interact with the natural world are usually found in 
a child’s immediate surroundings, close to home (Lynch, 1977; Moore, 1986). 

Connectedness to nature refers to the way in which human relationships 
with nature relate to our interaction with the natural environment with an 
emphasis on experiences, actions and attitudes. (Beery & Wolf-Watz, 2014). It 
has been suggested that children’s connectedness to nature includes four 
dimensions: enjoyment, empathy for creatures, sense of oneness and, finally, 
sense of responsibility (Cheng & Monroe, 2010). It has been hypothesized that 
repeated nature experiences lead to a level of connectedness that can help a 
person to care more about nature, thereby leading to pro-environmental 
behaviours later on (Mayer & Frantz, 2004).  

In fact, interviews with adult environmentalists often reveal that deep, 
continuous childhood experiences in nature have had an impact that led to 
nature-loving behaviours, even to choosing a career as an environmentalist 
(Chawla, 1999, 2007). Chawla has argued that before individuals can engage 
in pro-environmental behaviour, they need a cycle of encounters with natural 
elements with perceptible self-produced effects and graduated challenges that 
motivate continuous exploration (Chawla, 2007 p. 155). In many cases, a 



 

secure adult guided the child to marvel and appreciation by pointing out 
interesting phenomena in nature.  Hypothetically, we could anticipate that 
continuous, repeated interactions in natural places in childhood lead to the 
habit of a nature-saving lifestyle and closeness and empathy to nature 
throughout the lifespan. There are some indications, that children who create 
an emotional affinity toward nature by playing outdoors, are more likely to 
protect nature as adults (Broom, 2017, Chawla, 2009, Chawla & Derr, 2012). 

An important personal impetus behind this study comes from my own 
childhood experiences in nature. Like the interviewed environmentalists in 
Chawla’s (1999) study, I had a strong connection with nature in childhood. As 
a child of the 70s, I was able to spend time outdoors ‘free-ranging’ without 
adult control, even before school age. As a sensitive child, our home backyard 
with trees, grass, bushes and cliffs was my refuge and adventure. Immersed in 
play and wonder, I could escape to these natural places from the daily grind 
and family problems for hours. Unlike many of the strongly attached, nature-
loving people in Chawla’s focus group, I did not have any adults to guide me, 
and my love of nature was born independently in free interaction with natural 
elements. The life lessons I learned through these encounters were paramount 
to my wellbeing and development; these experiences even led me to choose a 
career in horticulture.  

My own experiences as a child are compatible with the concept of 
insideness. Relative freedom for exploration offers children opportunities to 
fulfil their needs, and varied places often become close and meaningful – a 
state of being that Edward Relph (1976 p. 53–54) calls behavioural or 
empathetic insideness. The concept of behavioural insideness delineates the 
level of connectedness to a place over time. If any physical and behavioural 
setting is to become a meaningful place to a child, it should include emotional 
involvement and participation as a means of achieving a deep, experience-
based state of insideness (Relph 1976). According to Relph, ‘Behavioural 
insideness involves deliberately attending to the appearance of that place.’ The 
concept emphasizes the quality of connecting with a place that is affected by 
the specific affordances with which individuals can interact and connect 
(Beery and Wolf-Watz, 2014; Niklasson and Sandberg, 2010; Sandseter, 
2009). Lim and Barton (2010, p. 330) provide a definition of Relph’s concept 
of insideness as follows: 
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As early as the 1970s, geographer Yi-Fu Tuan suggested that the environment 
itself has an effect on ‘the elaboration of a spatio-temporal world’, facilitating 
connectedness and a sense of belonging (Tuan, 1977, p. 119). A particular place 
is a meaningful location, whereas space in distinction to place is still a realm 
without a specific meaning (Cresswell, 2004). According to Tuan (1977), 
experience takes time and meaningful connections, i.e. the ‘sense of place’ is 
rarely acquired just by passing a short period of time in a particular place. 
Based on individual emotions and thoughts, place-experience consists of 
sensations, perceptions and conceptions that are tied with imagination 
through activity (Tuan, 1977).  Consequently, to know a place well requires 
long residence and deep involvement.  

Those specific qualities of the environment that we can grasp through 
direct bodily contact are called affordances, meaning the variety of potential, 
perceived physical possibilities that can become functionally significant 
according to individual, situational impulses (originally Gibson, 1979). The 
concept of affordance refers to the instantly noticeable functions of a place that 
children can potentially modify, use and shape (Kyttä, 2004; Rietveld & 
Kiverstein, 2014). For example, a tree can be an affordance for climbing, 
hiding or building a hut depending on a child’s personal capabilities and 
situational needs. It is worth noting that an affordance is useful to a person 
only if it is, first, perceived and, then, available for use. Not all affordances 
induce actions for various reasons. The same affordance can bring about a 
variety of different actions depending on an individual child’s personal 
capabilities and needs, as well as the situational circumstances. Actualized 
affordances are vital to the process of connecting and becoming attached to a 
place (Heft, 1988, 2001; Kyttä, 2002, 2006; Scannell & Gifford, 2016; Vaske & 
Korbin, 2001). Actualized affordances often also reveal new affordances, 
depending on the physical qualities of an environment (Kyttä, 2004). Children 
are attuned to finding suitable affordances as they move around; their 
perceptions and actions coalesce (Heft, 1988). 

We need to look into the interactional relationship between a place and a 
child in order to understand how different types of green places resonate with 
children. The actualization of the existing affordances of a particular place 
must be evaluated, i.e. how are they available to children to explore and utilize 
before a meaningful relationship takes place (Aradi et al., 2016; Kyttä, 2006). 
Each place is different and, likewise, affordances vary according to the physical 
qualities of the context as well as its social circumstances, e.g. how tolerant, 
friendly and/or inclusive the atmosphere of the place is. In optimal 
circumstances, each affordance responds to various stimuli according to the 
individual: an irresistible attraction towards an affordance that is precisely 
relevant to a child’s need occurs in those places that are most diverse – one 
can pick the most attractive affordance to fit present interest and preference 
in that specific situation (Rietveld & Kiverstein, 2014). Previous circumstance 
appears to be a case in which children can act independently without adult 
interference. But what if adults are present to conduct the activity? If a green 



 

space is inviting, how long does it take to form connectedness to it and what 
are the preconditions for connection to take place before behavioural 
insideness can occur? 

Play can be characterized as a creative, active, spontaneous, fun, purposeless, 
self-initiated and serious activity. According to Frost (2010, p. 18), the concept 
of play is something that ‘emerges from biological foundations through the 
child’s initial solitary and social interaction with objects and people.’ This 
definition emphasizes children’s innate tendency for exploration of their living 
spaces. The importance of play for children’s development and wellbeing is
acknowledged throughout various disciplines. Place-based play in natural 
spaces is seen as children’s way of creating personal meaning for a place and, 
ultimately, building a connection with the natural world (Fjørtoft & Sageie, 
2000; Hart, 1979; Moore, 1986; Sobel, 2002, 2008). In the ecological 
psychology discipline, free play in nature is considered paramount to 
children’s connectedness to nature and even wellbeing. Human beings are 
seen as similar to any other animals; they are part of nature and develop 
through sensual encounters with the physical world (Chawla, 2007, Heft, 
1988, 2001; Kahn & Kellert, 2002). Children’s effortless connection to nature 
is obvious at an early age; human children are said to have an ‘innate tendency 
to focus on life and lifelike processes’, called ‘biophilia’, as defined by Wilson 
(1984, p. 2). Becoming attached to the natural world is deeply rooted in human 
behaviour and this is apparent already at an early age: we are drawn to living 
creatures and want to explore them. Affectionate emotions make us feel 
connected with nature (Wilson, 1984).  

Natural elements (e.g. trees, rocks, brooks, bushes) have been found to 
attract children. This makes the theory of affordances useful in studies of 
children’s nature play, because children’s actions are directly influenced by the 
physical qualities of a specific place (Fjørtoft, 2001; Fjørtoft & Sageie, 2000; 
Gurholt & Sanderud, 2016; Heft, 1988; Kyttä, 2002; Sandseter, 2009). 
Researchers have investigated the valuable contributions that nature play 
makes to many aspects of children’s health and development, not only in terms 
of physical activity levels while playing in natural places (which is a popular 
subject of study), but also through learning skills, socialization, problem 
solving and improved concentration (reviews by Chawla, 2015; Christian et al., 
2015). Children in naturally designed areas, compared with traditional 
playgrounds, demonstrate complex, long-lasting and systematic play in 
mixed-age groups, which has a positive influence, among other benefits, on 
social competencies (Fjørtoft & Sageie, 2000).  Comparisons of play duration 
in a traditional contemporary playground versus a natural space found that 
play in natural places was not only longer and more physically active, but also 
more complex and diverse, possibly especially due to ‘loose parts’ and the wide 
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variety of affordances they provide for play (Cloward Drown & Christensen, 
2014; Fjørtoft, 2004; Luchs & Ficus, 2013; Sandseter, 2009; Strife & Downey, 
2009). In a review focused on under 7-year-old children and their physical 
environments, empirical evidence substantiated that green spaces facilitate 
health and harmonious development in early childhood (Christian et al., 
2015).  

 Concerns about modern children’s decreasing contact with the natural, 
outdoor world have been highlighted in numerous studies that discuss the 
potential negative effects this trend may have on children’s wellbeing or 
development (Clements, 2004; Francis & Lorenzo, 2006; Kahn & Kellert, 
2002; Moore, 1986; Skår & Krogh, 2009). In fact, access to nature-based play 
environments without parental supervision has decreased dramatically in the 
urbanized Western world (Brussoni et al., 2012, 2015; Clements, 2004; 
Gundersen et al., 2016; Kyttä et al., 2015; Skår & Krogh, 2009). It is no wonder 
that the decline of play in natural places in Western societies has been 
questioned as the benefits are so well acknowledged (Skår et al., 2016). 

To express the growing anxiety among adult educators, concepts for 
describing children’s disconnection from nature have been suggested. For 
instance, Louv (2008), refers to children with minor nature encounters as 
suffers of ‘nature-deficit-disorder’ and Kahn (2002 pp. 105-110) claims that 
youth suffer from ‘environmental generational amnesia’ when they become 
accustomed to a poor or polluted environment. Modern urban children have 
also been called the ‘bubble-wrap generation’ (Malone, 2007, p. 514) living in 
a ‘glasshouse’ – they merely look out of car windows without actually coming 
into contact with their environment (Kyttä, 2006). The lack of direct nature 
experiences has also been termed the ‘extinction of experience’ by Robert Pyle 
(2003). These metaphorical concerns are reflections of the belief that children 
may start to feel discomfort or even fear towards natural places, even possibly 
leading to a state of ‘biophobia’, a fear of nature (Orr, 1994; White & Stoecklin, 
2008, p.2). If such a condition becomes ingrained, it may lead to a vicious cycle 
where children’s nature contact continuously decreases along with their 
welfare.  

Reasons for this decline can partly be due to adult concerns about certain 
types of safety, which lead to the reduction of children’s freedom to play, and 
this can have long-term consequences for children’s wellbeing (Brussoni et al., 
2012, 2015; Wyver et al., 2010). Even though children in Finland are still 
allowed to move more independently than those in most Western societies, 
they too tend to spend their leisure time increasingly indoors in front of mobile 
phones or computers, passing time in shopping malls or in organized hobbies 
(Korpela et al., 2008; Kyttä, 2002; Kyttä et al., 2015; Laaksoharju & Rappe, 
2010).  

 



 

Today, children’s opportunities for autonomous play are commonly influenced 
by caretakers’ increasing emphasis on safety, supervision and injury 
prevention. The decline in children’s independent mobility is often linked with 
safety issues, a drawback that is diminishing children’s overall independent 
mobility and unsupervised playtime in nature (Brussoni, 2015; Glenn et al., 
2012; Kyttä et al., 2015; Rudner, 2012; Sandseter, 2009, 2012; Skår & Krogh, 
2009; Veitch et al., 2006, 2007). While risks are still emphasized in the media, 
caretakers have started to worry about their children’s security, ultimately 
restricting unsupervised outdoor play. Equally, educators in childcare 
facilities are obliged to avoid unnecessary risks, which, in turn, may result in 
tighter restrictions (Sandseter, 2012).  

 Gardens, too, usually contain possible hazardous elements, from falling 
out of high trees to cutting or hurting oneself with tools made from branches. 
Overall, affordances of natural (‘green’) playgrounds are found to include a 
higher degree of risk than ordinary playgrounds with manufactured play 
equipment (Sandseter, 2009). Therefore, playing outdoors is not only seen as 
a positive, essential source of desired child development, but also as a risky 
activity.  

 The concept of risky play has been applied to children’s play behaviours 
that include great heights, high speed, dangerous tools and elements, rough 
and tumble action or a risk of getting lost (Brussoni et al., 2012, 2015). In fact, 
trees are especially mentioned in several examples of these risky play 
behaviours; they are the single affordance accommodating most of the risk 
categories (Brussoni et al., 2015; Sandseter, 2009), with the major concern 
around trees being the risk of falling down when climbing.  

It has been argued, however, that the benefits of the risky play to children’s 
development are greater than the actual risks of injury, and the findings of the 
review by Brussoni et al. (2015) ultimately supported risky outdoor play for 
the sake of children’s health. They concluded that environments that support 
risky play can promote increased play time, social interactions, creativity and 
resilience (Brussoni et al., 2015). Instead of risky play, a more positive 
expression derived from risky play has been suggested by Gurholt and 
Sanderud (2016); the term curious play emphasizes children’s innate 
tendencies for exploration and how children interact with their surroundings. 
Since this approach emphasizes children’s tendency for exploration, they 
suggested it could be useful in studying learning from the environment.  

 In this study, I identify children’s right to discovery with curiosity as a 
directive force embodied in their autonomous play, (even with the risks 
involved) by adopting the concept of place-based play. Place-based play also 
unites the other concepts used in this study: the affordances, the 
connectedness to place and insideness, and the recognition of play as a means 
of exploiting opportunities found in a place according to children’s needs.  
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While caretakers believe that they are acting appropriately by keeping children 
safe, they may in fact behave in a way that comforts themselves by avoiding 
the guilt that could arise if something happened to a child (Brussoni et al., 
2012). Thus, caretakers need support in reframing their attitudes to risk 
management. In research on risky play, children’s voices are seldom heard. No 
in-depth studies deal with how children handle possible hazardous natural 
elements and dangers. Remarkably, studies on how children manage risks 
independently in natural play areas are truly uncommon. 

Today, gardening with children is a popular practice in environmental 
education. The current academic work on children’s gardens provides strong 
evidence for the suggestion that a garden can be a multifaceted, beneficial 
environment for children (see e.g. Blair, 2009; Moore, 1995; Waliczek et al., 
2001; Lohr & Pearson-Mims, 2005; Robinson & Zajicek, 2005; Morgan et al.; 
2009; Ozer, 2007; Robinson-O´Brian et al., 2009). In Great Britain in 2007, 
for example, the Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) launched a successful 
campaign to promote school gardening and managed to recruit 11 500 primary 
schools into gardening, while similar initiatives are being launched across the 
Western world (Skinner & Chi, 2012; Passy et al., 2010; Wake, 2008). The 
Children & Nature Network (C&NN) gathers and shares information and 
promotes such initiatives, aiming to fight against ‘nature-deficit disorder’ 
(Children & Nature Network, 2017). 

In Finland, also, gardening with children on school grounds, family garden 
clubs and neighbourhood residential allotments are becoming increasingly 
popular. New initiatives that are being launched with the help of social media 
and databases have made useful instructions and practical tips for planning 
and executing gardening programmes widely available. One example is the 
Puutarhakasvatus (Garden Education) webpage for environmental education 
in gardens (Sipari, 2017). Outdoor learning in general is becoming more 
common in Finland today as a result of the recently reformed National core 
curriculum for basic education 2014 (Finnish National board for education, 
2016). The new national core curriculum emphasizes various learning 
environments outside the classroom ‘in the real world’. 

Through gardening, educators may expect children to learn not only 
subjects, but diverse, profound life lessons and healthy habits such as 
wholesome nutrition and appropriate physical exercise along with social skills 
and self-reliance, in hope that involvement in garden projects ultimately leads 
to environmentally responsible citizenship (e.g. Blair, 2009; Cairns, 2017; 
Laaksoharju et al., 2012; Lohr & Pearson-Mims, 2005; Moore, 1995; Morgan 
et al., 2009; Passy et al., 2010; Robinson-O’Brian et al., 2009; Robinson & 
Zajicek, 2005; Waliczek et al., 2001).  



 

Indeed, the garden environment is proven to be a suitable arena for combining 
various subjects of instruction while offering education for sustainable 
development. Results gathered from garden programmes proven to provide 
opportunities for constructive activities for children show relationship and 
interpersonal skill development, cognitive and behavioural competence, 
contributions to the community and, moreover, improved nutrition in the 
form of vegetable intake (Allen et al., 2008; Barry, 2017). In a review by Ozer 
(2007), the potential benefits of school garden programmes were sorted by 
student-, school- and family- level proximal and distal (positive) effects. The 
student-level proximal effects of gardening included a positive attitude 
towards vegetable consumption, sense of ownership and attachment, 
engagement and learning outcomes, and improved environmental awareness. 
Overall, the review concluded that school gardens are a promising approach to 
promoting the physical, psychosocial, and intellectual development of school-
aged children, but it is critical to study in greater depth how these outcomes 
can be achieved.  

During my master’s thesis research, I formulated a model for adopting and 
teaching children sustainable development called ‘Kestävä puutarha’ 
(‘Sustainable garden’). I placed a child and her experiences and ideas of nature 
at the centre of the model; suggesting all teaching should be child-centred 
(Laaksoharju, 2008). Sustainable development includes social, economic and 
ecological dimensions that could all come together within a garden learning 
environment. Regarding the social dimension of sustainable development, 
gardening can raise community spirits by offering situations to share and 
collaborate with other children, parents and the community, and engage in 
cultural customs. A garden may also teach children about, for example, 
economic topics, such as entrepreneurship and recycling. The ecological 
dimension is most apparent; through gardening, children can learn the life 
cycles of the growing season, flora and fauna in actual physical contact with a 
habitat. As in Palmer’s (1998) famous tree model for environmental education, 
in this model, too, learning takes place in (in a garden), for (for a garden) and 
about (about a garden) the environment. The model suggests that by arousing 
children’s environmental sensitivities with contextual learning, educators can 
support children’s empowerment and, hopefully, long-term, responsible 
behaviours towards the environment (Laaksoharju, 2008). This dissertation 
entity focuses precisely on the child in the middle of the model (Fig. 1) 
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Even though the results of previous garden projects have been mostly positive 
(Blair, 2009; Ozer, 2007; Wake, 2008), this does not necessarily mean that 
such programmes are always implemented with the children’s needs and 
interests in mind. Although gardens are seen as efficient learning 
environments and are repeatedly represented as paradise-like, perfect human 
environments, few studies focus on how contemporary children perceive these 
places (Chawla, 2007; Francis, 1995; Gross & Lane, 2007; Lewis, 1996; Lohr 
& Pearson-Mims, 2005; Nairn et al., 2003). In fact, studies on children’s 
garden projects have been criticized for their excessive enthusiasm and 
occasionally for concentrating solely on goals set by adults (Blair, 2009; 
Cairns, 2017; Pudup 2008; Wake, 2008). In her review, Susan Wake (2008) 
counsel adults against being overly enthusiastic in introducing gardens to 
young people’s lives in order to achieve learning goals or other outcomes 
without first consulting the children. Blair (2009) suggested more 
longitudinal studies ‘on the level of structure versus self-exploration in a 
garden that best serves the student’s learning needs’ (see also Pudup, 2008). 
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Adults’ high expectations regarding the benefits of gardening may originate 
from their own childhood memories as they reminisce about their significant 
life experiences in garden environments (Chawla, 2007; Francis, 1995; Gross 
& Lane, 2007; Lohr & Pearson-Mims, 2005; Louv, 2008). Such memories have 
included a strong connection and sense of belonging to a place – which has led 
to concern about the environment and, in many cases, environmentally 
responsible behaviour (Wells & Lekies., 2012). The following conclusion from 
Kate Cairns’ (2017, p. 315) work, after her narrative discourse analysis, 
highlights the high expectations common to children’s garden activities: 

Can nature-based experiences in a nature camp help children to build their 
connection to nature, since the everyday  connections are claimed to have 
diminished in comparison to ‘the good old days’ (Jones, 2000; Kong, 2000; 
Kyttä, 2002; Kyttä et al., 2015; Skår & Krogh, 2009)? Research has proven that 
direct exposure to nature through a nature camp can increase children’s 
emotional affinity towards the natural environment (Cheng & Monroe, 2010; 
Collado et al., 2013). For instance, the Project Green Reach of the Brooklyn 
Botanic Garden (by Morgan et al., 2009) resulted in deepened learning 
outcomes and offered a meaningful life experience to its participants. Exactly 
how this was achieved and what kinds of processes occurred in children before 
such outcomes were manifested, remained an open question. In 
understanding the potential that gardens possess for environmental 
educational goals as well as for individual children’s life experiences, we need 
longitudinal qualitative studies of contemporary children’s experiences in 
gardens.  

In particular, we need insight into the grey zone of each garden camp 
programme curriculum; what happens outside the adult-led routine while 
children take initiative and explore their surroundings autonomously. 
Investigating the physical features that can be found within a space (e.g. 
specific plants, particular places with different combinations of vegetation) in 
relation to children’s actions could contribute to the facilitation of child-
sensitive and more place-conscious initiatives. As educators become 
increasingly aware of how the children’s connection with urban nature is 
interwoven with the actual features within a space, initiatives to re-connect 
children with nature could become more effective (see also Lim & Barton, 
2010). Thus, because the informal and autonomous ways in which 
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contemporary children respond to and connect with gardens are yet only 
partly uncovered, my research interest was to focus on the process of 
connecting to this natural space by looking more deeply into children’s actions 
in combination with garden-specific affordances. 
Before introducing the reader to my research, I will provide a short history of 
the Finnish school garden system. The research site continues an almost one-
hundred-year tradition of organizing garden camps for the school children of 
Helsinki, Finland. 1 

Children’s school garden summer recreation programmes started to appear in 
Helsinki at the beginning of the 19th century. The idea was to offer recreational 
yet educational activities for urban children during their summer holiday. The 
first garden school was organized for Swedish-speaking children by the 
Arbetets Vänner Association (Trädgårdsskola för arbetsbarn), in 1903 
(Somerkivi, 1977). Later, from 1917 to 1928, the Helsinki teachers’ union 
maintained two school gardens for which the town council provided annual 
operational assistance. When, in 1906, master mason Alex Ärt bequeathed 
FIM 100,000 for the disadvantaged children of the town, his heirs wished for 
the money to be spent particularly on a children’s school garden operation. 
According to the conditions of the will, a suitable recreation activity should be 
arranged for working class children during the summer. With the help of the 
allowances, the school garden operation gradually came under the 
management of the town. The interest yield of the donated funds was first used 
to establish the school garden; later, it funded the salaries of the teachers who 
led garden activities. 

In Töölö, an 18 000 m2 area, formerly part of the Eläintarha sports park, 
was designated as the children's school garden. This children's garden that was 
christened the ‘Ärt’ (pea in Swedish) was operational 1912–1965. The Ärt 
garden was forced to move away because of the construction of the new ice 
rink and the new Ärt garden was opened in Itä-Pakila (Luukko, 1918). It soon 
became obvious that the town needed another garden when demand for the 
activity increased continuously in the 1920s. 

The garden courses arranged for children by the teacher associations 
relieved the deficit caused by the great demand. The teacher’s association 
stopped arranging their gardening clubs in 1928 when the Kumpula School 
Garden opened (Fig. 2). After the Second World War, the need for the 
additional nourishment that school gardens provided was so great that a third 
Helsinki-run children's garden was established in Mäkelä in 1941. The Mäkelä 
garden was operational until the year 1965 (Somerkivi, 1977). 

1 This short historical survey is based on a paper that was published in The Finnish Journal of 
Education (Kasvatus-lehti) 1/2012 (Laaksoharju, 2012, pp. 63-71).  
 



 

The Helsinki Department of Education was responsible for organizing the 
gardening camps, which were under school inspector guidance. The Helsinki 
Teachers’ Summer Recreation Committee was also responsible for the 
practical work, and some teachers served as camp leaders during the summer 
holidays (Kauranne, 1995; Somerkivi, 1977). For many teachers, this was a way 
of passing the holiday (Eero Ruohomäki interview 20.1.2010). The town 
decided to outsource the organization of the garden camps, moving 
responsibility for operations away from the Teachers' Summer Recreation 
Committee in 1996 to the new Recreational Activity Association of Helsinki, 
HeKoLo Ry (in Finnish Helsingin koululaisten lomavirkistysyhdistys) that was 
formed to replace the recreation committee (Kauranne, 2003).  

HeKoLo Ry arranged many other children's summer camps at various 
locations; the school garden day camps were only one form of activity among 
others. For this reason, a group of activists that was particularly interested in 
developing the school garden operations established the Gardening 
Association for Children and Youth in 2005 (Lasten ja nuorten 
puutarhayhdistys ry). This association aims to increase gardening skills and 
know-how among children and young people; since 2007, it has arranged 
gardening camps in Kumpula. The association first received annual operation 
assistance from the City of Helsinki; since (2014), funding has come from the 
Helsinki Youth Department. 

The principle behind the children’s school garden summer recreation and 
the basis of its operation has remained consistent for over a century now. The 
garden camps began at the end of the school year in early summer and ended 
when school resumed in the autumn. Harvesting was possible through the end 
of September and also on Saturdays. The length of the children's camp day has 
remained the same at four hours. 
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This study began as a general investigation of 7- to 12-year-old children’s 
connections to nature to see how children feel about plants and what types of 
green spaces they favour. As research progressed, the focus hermeneutically 
narrowed to an exploration of the actions that specific affordances within a 
garden space allow for children. What interest children in a garden? How do 
they autonomously build their connection to the place? The final goal of this 
study was to understand how children use place-specific affordances during 
their process of connecting with the garden and to build a theory upon the 
findings. 
 

• To evaluate Finnish primary school children’s relationship to plants 
and their relationship to nature, I investigated the role of plants and 
natural environments in the lives of urban and rural children and 
whether differences in their relationships with greenery related to 
gender (Study I).  

• To assess the child-friendliness of the garden, I studied what kind of 
affordances the garden camp context provided for the children and 
how the children actualized these affordances in their actions (Study 
II). 

• To find out the role and meaning of the popular tree affordances for 
children, I concentrated on the children’s evolving behaviour in 
relation to trees. I asked whether trees possessed the potential to 
help children connect with nature and if and how trees could help 
the children to fulfil their needs (Study III). 

• Using a place-based perspective, I aimed to unravel how children’s 
connectedness to the place evolved over the course of time. While 
observing their process of connecting with the place, I paid attention 
to the factors that had either a positive or negative effect on the 
children’s evolving state of behavioural insideness (Study III). 

• After publishing the three articles, I focused on theory development: 
How could this process of connecting the place through affordances 
be characterized? What kinds of factors do educators need to bear in 
mind in order to help the children to form a closer connection with 
garden nature? 



 

In this chapter, I explain the various research sites and participants in detail. 
I present the composition of the Kumpula School Garden, which gave me 
excellent circumstances to study the subject at hand.  

For Study I, the data were collected during 2006 in two locations in Finland: 
the Mustakivi Comprehensive School in the Helsinki suburb of Vuosaari, and 
the Kirkonkylä School in Paltamo. Paltamo is situated in northeastern Finland 
(Kainuu region), 600 km north of Helsinki. The Mustakivi School is situated 
in a typical suburban area with tall buildings and a shopping centre, but 
residents have easy access to parks and the seashore. Paltamo, on the other 
hand, is a small rural town surrounded by forests and agricultural fields.  

In Article I, all participants in the study were approximately 10-year-old 
children in fourth grade. In total, 76 children took part in the study: 42 
children in Helsinki (26 girls and 16 boys) and 34 in Paltamo (22 girls and 12 
boys). The Paltamo children, who served as a control group, participated only 
in the pre-questionnaire, which was the first part of the study, before the 
horticultural intervention that was conducted solely in Helsinki.  

For Studies II and III, the research area was a 4.3 ha garden in the Kumpula 
neighbourhood of Helsinki, Finland. As a natural, outdoor place, I believed the 
garden could offer multiple possible affordances. The garden was originally 
opened in 1929 for school children’s summer recreation and educational 
purposes. Ever since, the garden has offered gardening day camps for children 
who live in Helsinki. The research site, a school garden in Southern Finland’s 
boreal forest belt, is a green space with trees of various kinds, ages and sizes. 
Kumpula’s garden design represents the formal ideals of the late twenties – 
straight pathways, trimmed hedges and a thick spruce wall around the garden. 
Since the place was built long ago, many trees on the spot are mature. Some 
parts of the area are left unattended, for example a wild garden grove or a 
mixed forest, and an old apple orchard. 

 The original garden plan included northern tree species such as linden 
trees (Tilia vulgaris), birches (Betula pendula), apple trees (Malus 
domesticus), common spruce (Picea abies), rowans (Sorbus aucuparia) and 
aspens (Populus tremula). The Kumpula School Garden is a unique place; it is 
large, contains various spaces with a variety of trees, and yet it is situated in 
an urban area. See the research site plan picture in detail in Study III (p.151). 

The Gardening Association for Children and Youth has organized garden 
camps in the Kumpula School Garden since 2005. The garden is open 
throughout the children’s summer holiday, which in Finland lasts two and a 
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half months from the beginning of June until the second week of August. The 
supervised garden camps of Kumpula were known as day camps: children 
came at 10:00 a.m. and stayed for a 4-hour camping day. The daily routine 
began with a morning assembly, and then the groups attended to gardening. 
After eating lunch, the children had approximately half an hour of free time to 
play in a field surrounded by old linden trees alongside a semi-wild grove. In 
the afternoon, either the groups continued with their gardening, or the leader 
engaged them in some educational programme or games. Occasionally, the 
children got to choose or suggest activities.  

Each year, during 2007-2011, approximately 140 children participated in 
four different garden groups. The children’s garden of Kumpula offered two 
groups for beginners (and for the younger children), and two groups for the 
experienced (and the older) children. The youngest, 7- to 9-year-old children, 
of whom many were beginners, usually went to the Co-plot group in which all 
children cultivated a 200 m2 (240 square yards) area together. Since the 
youngest children were the most in need of this kind of service, and about half 
of each year’s intake were inexperienced in gardening, this form of the camp 
was the most popular; consequently, two Co-plot groups were available. The 
second gardening group, the Personal plot, was for children who had previous 
experience. In this group, each child had his or her own 1 x 10 m (3 x 30 foot) 
plot to tend, which might have been shared with another child. Finally, the 
oldest and the most experienced children (~10-13-year-olds) formed the ‘Old 
Timers’ (Konkarit) group, in which the children planned and tended their 
plots, each according to their wishes. Because the four gardening groups 
remained the same throughout the summer, it was possible to study the same 
children for a longer period of time. 
 

 
Participants 2008 2009 2010 

Children, total 135 127 103 

Newcomers 72 (53%) 46 (36%) 55 (53%) 

Experiencedx 63 (46%) 81 (64%) 48 (47%) 

 
 



 

In the camp applications, the organizing association collected information on 
the children’s age, residential area, school and whether or not they had 
previous experience of gardening. The inexperienced children were a 
particularly interesting group to focus, since the whole process of becoming 
acquainted with a place was more explicit at this stage. Yearly, an average of 
47% of the more than 100 attending children were beginners who did not have 
a previous connection to this garden space.  

Ethical considerations for this study were followed by the social science 
rules of confidentiality, information, autonomy and voluntary participation. 
All studies were given permission to proceed by the Helsinki Education 
Department as well as the Mustakivi Comprehensive School (Study I) and the 
Gardening Association for Children and Youth (Studies II and III). 
Information about the research was given in parents’ information sessions in 
which they were given the opportunity to ask questions. Before the study was 
initiated in spring, the families of the participants received an information 
letter and a release form from the research programme. Families were asked 
for separate permission to use photographs of their children, and the 
participating children were also asked directly for permission on each 
occasion.  

In the following chapter, the choice of methods and the collection of data are 
explained. Then, the reader is guided through the steps of analyses. In the 
first study (Study I), the mixed methods differ from the GT method applied 
in the following two studies, which took place in the Kumpula School Garden 
(Studies II and III). All research methods were determined according to the 
specific place under study and were adjusted to suit this particular garden 
context.  

In Study I, mixed method meant using both qualitative and quantitative 
methods. For Study I, a questionnaire was used in both study locations, 
Vuosaari in Helsinki and Paltamo in Kainuu, to collect the data. Each 
participant answered the total 23 questions in the questionnaire at the 
beginning of a normal school day. The questionnaire was designed to collect 
information on different aspects of a child’s life that may involve vegetation.  
The questionnaire included both structured ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions (18) and 
four open-ended questions (see Study I p. 691 for questionnaire). The 
structured questions concerning the children’s opinions and earlier 
experiences about plants were used to analyse the current child-plant 
relationship. Using open-ended questions, data was gathered to understand 
children’s relationship to nature – what they actually did outdoors and, finally, 
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how they spent this time playing in natural places.  Additionally, there was a 
drawing task: ‘draw a tree or a flower’. The assignment was added in order to 
analyse the ability of a 10-year-old child to draw a plant and represent its 
anatomy. The drawing task gave additional information about tree 
recognition; how well a drawing of a tree could be recognized as a certain 
species. 

For Study I, two groups of pupils in Helsinki took part in a horticultural 
intervention after filling out the questionnaire (N=42).  An intervention called 
the ‘Fruit bomb’ consisted of four themed 2-hour educational sessions inside 
the classroom. Each session included both theoretical information about fruit 
plants, and a hands-on session that began with sowing a chosen fruit seed and 
ended when participants were allowed to take the plant home. The role of the 
intervention was assessed in the post-questionnaire among the urban 
participants. The post-questionnaire questions were similar to those of the 
first questionnaire, but the last four open-ended questions were different. In 
the unstructured questions, children had the opportunity to give feedback on 
the intervention – what they liked or disliked – and, additionally, one question 
asked about the meaning of the plants to the child (‘What do plants mean to 
you?’). 

Study I provided a general impression of children’s connections to plants 
in two types of home settings (rural, suburban) and some insight into the 
different attitudes of different genders (boys and girls) towards greenery. 
Nevertheless, Study I did not answer the question of how the children actually 
interacted with their environment before the place became meaningful to 
them. Consequently, I needed to examine empirically how the children built 
their relationship with natural elements in a natural place, while in direct 
contact with the children in action. For urban children, one possibility for 
interacting with nature is a garden, so I chose to study active children in a 
specific children’s garden setting. To construct the interpretations of the 
children’s social practices in combination with the affordances of the place, I 
selected the Kumpula School Garden because I anticipated that it would be 
versatile enough to tell us much about the phenomenon. For the following 
place-based angle, I needed a different methodological approach. In the 
following studies II and III, and in the summary of all three sub-studies 
building a theory of the doctoral thesis, I engaged in grounded theory method. 

Due to my interest in understanding how children make their connection to 
nature through place-based affordances, I chose to apply grounded theory as 
a method (GT) for studies II, and III. I approached the phenomenon within an 
interpretivist ontology, believing that reality is a social construct that can be 
understood by observing the actors within their social context. However, due 
to my background as a horticultural scientist, children’s actions were being 



 

observed in connection to their physical surroundings, to the garden 
affordances, not vice versa.  method 

The articles that compose this dissertation have developed from a broader 
investigation of a phenomenon towards a narrower focus; this is characteristic 
of the hermeneutic circle as understanding evolves – thus, the method has 
been evolving alongside the investigation, according to my personal learning 
process (Table 2). I began researching this phenomenon after completing my 
master’s thesis using mixed methods (Study I), in which I combined both 
qualitative and quantitative methods. The results of the first study directed me 
towards qualitative, place-based ethnographic research methods (Studies II 
and III). In the ethnographic research tradition, the focus is on learning from 
the participants; ethnographic fieldwork is one data collection method often 
used in GT. Typically, this involves an extended time spent in the field, 
applying participant or non-participant observation strategies (Emerson et al., 
2007). Hermeneutically, as my understanding increased, new types of inquiry 
were added when systematic re-visits to data and the field brought out new 
interpretations demanding verification (theoretical sampling). 

Focus Means and methods Outcome 

1. Children’s relationship to 
plants; comparisons 
between rural/suburban, 
boys/girls 

Mixed methods, both 
quantitative and qualitative.  
Questionnaire and 
intervention.  

Study I 
(2010) 

2. Garden as a place for 
children; affordances, 
learning, nature-child 
relationship, place-based 
free play 

Grounded theory method 
(GT); Ethnography, 
participant and non-
participant observation, 
varied data collecting (2008-
09), triangulation of data 

Study II 
(2012) 

3. Trees as affordances; the 
role and meaning in 
connecting to natural place, 
the process 

GT; 
Same data, new analysis 

Study III 
(2017) 
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The purpose of the GT method is to generate or discover a theory that is 
‘grounded’ on how individuals interact in a chosen context in relation to the 
phenomenon under study (Creswell, 1998; Dey 1999 p. 1). The method has 
proved to be useful in studying processes, making it a suitable choice for this 
study too (Urquhart, 2013).  In the GT tradition, prior research questions or 
hypotheses are optional, while the initial basis for the study is on 
understanding a particular social phenomenon in order to build a theory upon 
it (Glaser, 1992; Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Previous theoretical ideas are put 
aside to let the phenomena ‘speak’ through a grounded, three-phase (or 
sometimes four) data analysis (Urquhart, 2013).  

That said, there are disagreements within the GT tradition regarding the 
analysis process and the verification of results. The two approaches to data 
analysis are, first, Glaser’s three-phase coding protocol through which a theory 
emerges with openness and flexibility (Glaser, 1992) and, on the other hand, 
the protocol that Strauss and Corbin presented in their 1990 handbook. Glaser 
viewed this second protocol as restrictive, forcing a theory by ‘torturing’ data 
with ready-made coding tools (Glaser, 1992; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). After 
decades of (ongoing) debate, researchers simply have to choose their own 
approach (Urquhart, 2013). In my work, I have intuitively followed the three-
phase ‘Glaserian’ way: open coding, selective coding and theoretical coding.  

In GT, it is important that the researcher has an open mind and does not 
let any pre-existing theories affect his or her interpretation (Dey, 1999). As my 
background is in agricultural sciences with horticulture as my main subject, I 
felt it was also necessary for the gardening sector to understand children’s 
ways of using and acting in a garden context. Some guidelines, even a theory, 
for planning children’s gardens, seemed useful. While the creators of GT argue 
that the purpose of the method is to generate, and not test, hypotheses by 
providing a theoretical framework (Glaser, 1992), opponents of this view 
believe that the concepts developed should at least strive towards verification 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1994, 1997).  

The data collection procedure and sources in GT can be similar to other 
traditions of qualitative research, including observations, interviews, and 
recordings, and even some quantitative techniques can be applied (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1994). As said, ethnographic fieldwork is one frequently used 
technique in the data collecting phase of GT method (Urquhart, 2013). The 
ethnographer’s starting point is fieldwork, usually combined with various 
methods of inquiry (Stake, 1995; Tedlock, 2000). In ethnography, 
interpretations of data include the perspectives of the individuals being 
studied as well as an attempt to understand the meanings behind their actions 
— a perspective that is well-suited to GT. The ontology and epistemology of 
ethnography require the complete immersion and active involvement of the 
researcher in the community under study (Walford, 2009). When a researcher 
spends long periods participating in different positions in the field, a 
perception of a phenomenon is generated through interaction with the 
subjects (Davis, 2009; Emerson et al., 2007; Hemming, 2008). Because I 



 

wanted to identify the affordances that appeal to children in a garden and the 
actions they bring about in children, the fieldwork began as a characteristic 
ethnographic study but with varied observer roles (Study II).  

Theory-building in GT is an ongoing dialogue with data; interpretations are 
constantly and systematically compared with the data itself. Likewise, in my 
fieldwork, the multiple data sources and constant comparisons to previous 
data led to further data collection during three separate periods, thus resulting 
in multiple phases of data collection (three summers 2008-2010), until no new 
conceptualisations emerged. A systematic asking of questions about the data 
along with the ongoing analysis meant that new data was collected until 
saturation was achieved. In GT method, further data collection stops when it 
no longer produces new conceptual variations, which implies that theoretical 
saturation has been reached (Dey, 1999; Urquhart, 2013). In order to generate 
a more accurate interpretation and produce a more profound study, in 
practice, also meant modifying my role in the field (participant/non-
participant observer). This triangulation of researcher’s position and data 
helped new interpretive dimensions emerge (see Jick, 1979). 

 

GT method requires long-term research: this project demanded three years 
(2008-2010) in the field before I was finally able to build my theoretical 
framework. The framework started to form from children's ‘micro’ encounters 
with garden features, which led to the ‘macro’, a more generalized pattern of 
their behaviour process. As is characteristic in GT, a theory was achieved 
through sufficiently qualitative data which was acquired through the varying 
fieldwork observations on how the children actualized the potential 
affordances in the garden context, together with documentation in the form of 
fieldnotes, drawings, photographs, videos and recorded interviews (the data 
collection procedure is explained in more detail in Studies II and III). The 
collecting of the large and versatile data was a conscious decision to increase 
the reliability of the study. 

Towards the end of my study, after reanalysing previous data, I needed to 
collect more information for verification with theoretical sampling, following 
to the GT protocol (Study III). The interpretation emerged through a chain of 
repeated encounters with the children, until I noticed the saturation point had 
been reached when individual incidents were repeated with new participants 
in different groups and years of study (see Table 3). 

I used both participant and non-participant observation strategies, with a 
different position in the field each year (supervisor > camp leader > observer 
without any official role). As is often the case in the qualitative hermeneutic 
circle, in which understanding deepens along the cyclic movement of time, this 
triangulation of position supported dialectic reflexivity in interpreting the 
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findings of the study; from these three different roles as a researcher, I 
gradually gained clarity through the repeated formula of events due to these 
various viewpoints. Each year broadened and opened the children’s world of 
acting in and connecting with the garden environment from another 
perspective. This flexible method of yearly positioning oneself as an observer 
in a different way in the field can be described as a triangulation of position 
(Table 3). 

In 2010, for Studies II and III, as an observer without participation in 
action in the field, I added a child-centred method of inquiry, a twice-repeated 
drawing task. The assignment ‘Draw a garden’ was adopted from Eva Alerby 
(2000) and further designed to provide information about whether 
experiences in the garden camp would somehow be evident in the child’s 
second picture, as well as how they connected with the garden environment. 
First, at the beginning of the camp in June, the children produced 82 drawings, 
and at the end of the camp in August, 44 drawings (total 126). A drawing was 
a means for the children to express their personal ideas without the anxiety 
and tension of the interview context. Two questions were posed to help the 
children begin the assignment: ‘What can you do?’ and ‘What is in the garden?’ 
In addition, the children were advised not to look at others’ drawings, but to 
draw their own idea of a garden. 

Year Researcher’s 
position in the 
field 

Participants Data 

2nd June − 7th 
August 2008 

(41 days) 

 

Participant 
observer as a camp 

supervisor 

 

In total 137, 
overall 

impression 

• 30 audio 
recordings  

• 85 photographs  
• 44 pages of camp 

leader reports 
and fieldnotes 

1st June − 6th 
August 2009 

(37 days) 

 

Participant 
observer as a 
group leader 

 

     37 

• 199 photographs  
• 56 pages of camp 

leader reports 
and fieldnotes 

7th June − 14th 
August 2010 

(18 days) 

 

Observer, no 
official role 

Situational, 
varying from 1 

to 25 per 
occasion 

• 287 photographs  
• 126 drawings  
• 21 pages of 

fieldnotes 



 

In Study I, the comparisons of the nature connectedness between girls and 
boys and rural and urban children were analysed with the Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences (ANOVA-statistical package, version 13; SPSS, 
Chicago), using paired cross tabulation, and a chi-square-test (χ2). Tests were 
used to measure the significance of differences among the groups.  The 
qualitative data analyses of the open answers were classified into themes and 
categories, which emerged inductively from the responses. Children’s 
drawings were analysed by comparing the sub-groups (rural/suburban and 
boys/girls) objectively. 
The qualitative analysis for Studies II and III followed the grounded theory 
method (GT), which is an inductive, reflective, data-driven analysis protocol 
without prior hypothesis (Dey, 1999; Glacer, 1992; Silverman, 2006; Strauss 
& Corbin, 1997). Through GT procedure, relevant codes emerged from the data 
into analytic categories and, finally, contributed to the development of a 
generalized theoretical framework and theory for application beyond the 
research context (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Silverman, 2006).  

Throughout the whole project, after each dataset was collected, it was 
transcribed into separate Word document files. The inductive coding of data 
began already in transcription as the core words, thoughts, ideas and open 
questions were written down simultaneously and events of interest relative to 
affordances were color-coded; interesting episodes and behaviours were 
marked (open coding). In practice, interesting episodes in the camp leaders’ 
field reports were compared with observational fieldnotes and photos to link 
them with the actual physical circumstances of the garden. For Study II, 
analysing the garden affordances in relation to the children’s actions, I applied 
this inductive, text-based content analysis to all camp leaders’ fieldnotes, 
comparing them with my own notes, drawings and the photographs.   

In analysing the results, the phased growing season allowed time to 
interpret the data during the winter and to re-focus on the second and third 
years in the field. Data was constantly triangulated, which meant that every 
time I collected new data, old findings were compared to the new, and 
workable core categories emerged. These patterns (rules) were noted within 
the data and reflexively checked against other data units; the photographs, 
children’s drawings and poems, and audio recordings. When no new 
connections materialized, data was clearly saturated, and I stopped collecting 
new data. 

After comparing the data from each year, I noticed a recurrent, gradual 
tendency in the children’s process of connecting with the place.  The patterns 
of behaviour were grouped according to research aims; children's actions with 
vegetation and other affordances, the various manifestations of their 
behaviour relating to the nature connection, play that included plants and 
positive and/or negative expressions towards certain elements within the 
context. Continuing with the GT procedure and focusing on how individuals 
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interacted with place-based affordances, the categories with many instances 
were formulated into the emerging categories (selective coding). These themes 
are mostly presented in the second article (Study II), which concentrates on 
children’s play with natural affordances and learning in the garden context. 
Finally, the whole process of connecting with nature started to emerge from 
the data as I related various data sets and incidents within themes and 
discerned a regular pattern with three separate phases (theoretical coding). 
See Figure 3 and Table 4 clarifying the analysis.  

In my analytical process, I applied a mid-range strategy when turning to 
existing literature; i.e. I compared my ideas and discoveries to existing 
theories in various disciplines only after my own analysis. Nonetheless, I did 
not let them restrict the interpretation in any way. If the concept resonated 
with my perception or even seemed to ‘blend in’, I included the idea in my 
theory in the final stage of analysis in the theoretical coding phase. The 
included theoretical ideas are Relph’s (1976) behavioural insideness and 
connectedness to place, inspired by Beery & Wolf-Watz (2014), who also 
suggested place-based thinking. Horelli’s (2007) concept of environmental 
child friendliness (ECF) and Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development 
(ZPD) both also inspired the interpretation of results. 
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In this section, I present the main results of my three published articles, but 
partly in greater detail. Especially the forming of behavioural insideness is 
covered in greater depth here than was possible within the tight constraints 
of a scientific article. 

 
In Study I, using a questionnaire, boys and girls, and rural and suburban 
children’s relationships with natural places and their thoughts and knowledge 
about plants were compared. The results indicate that the place of residence, 
the rural environment of Kainuu and the Helsinki suburb of Vuosaari, can 
affect how the children perceive the plants and natural places in their lives. In 
this age group of fourth graders (~10 years), children’s gender also influenced 
their attitudes. 

Comparisons between rural and suburban children.  In children’s self-
reported statements on their connection with the natural environment, I 
found that of the suburban children in the research group (N=42), even while 
being interested to learn more about plants, 45% reported that they did not 
know the names of forest trees. Of the rural children (N=34), 88% self-
assessed that they can recognize the forest trees by name. The comparisons 
revealed differences between the two places of residence, and the level of 
significance in a statistical chi-square χ2 test was P=0.003 (statistically 
significant if P≤ 0.05). Group difference was equally found in responses to the 
question of whether or not human beings are part of nature (yes/no opinion); 
all 100% of the rural children agreed, compared to only 76% of the suburban 
children (P=0.003).  In addition, in open questions, suburban children did not 
report building huts, picking berries or climbing trees at all amongst their 
favourite activities outdoors, whereas 29.4% of the rural counterparts 
mentioned these activities. Rural children were also more specific in their 
descriptions of their favourite place. Remarkably, urban forests that are 
plentiful and within reach in Helsinki were found to be important for suburban 
children; 40.4% of them reported forest as their favourite outdoor place. Parks 
were only mentioned as a favourite place in the suburban children’s answers 
(14.2%). Table 5. 

Children’s drawings of trees showed more details and recognizable species 
in rural children’s outputs. One could easily recognize apple trees, spruces, 
pines and birches, whereas suburban children gave only two such identifiable 
examples: an apple tree and a spruce. 



 

 

  

 
 

The number of children  

(N=76) 

Suburban n=42 (Vuosaari)  
 

Rural n=34 (Paltamo)  
 

Favourite place outdoors  

Forest                                             40.4% 

Yard                                                23.8% 

 

                                                        17.6% 

                                                       29.4% 

 

Favourite activity outdoors 

Organized play                              33.3% 

(hide and seek, tag, etc.) 

Imaginative play                           21.4% 

Building huts,                                0% 

climbing trees,  

or picking berries 

 

                                                        11.6%   

 

                                                       23.5% 

                                                       29.4% 
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Gendered differences. Among this group of fourth graders, a child’s gender 
had an influence on whether or not the child was interested in plants. In my 
research group (N= 76), 89.4% of the girls declared interest in plants and 
87.5% were eager to learn about them as well, but the boys were not as 
enthusiastic; 39.3% were somewhat interested, but 46.6% agreed that they 
wanted to know more about them. The chi-square test proved the difference 
between the genders to be statistically significant (P= 0.000). Alarmingly, only 
64.2% of the boys agreed that plants are essential for human life while 35.8% 
disagreed. 85.4% of girls, on the other hand, knew that plants are essential for 
human life. Statistical significance between these groups was again found with 
P=0.032 (differences were statistically significant if P≤ 0.05). The gendered 
differences were also found in the following studies II and III. 

The indoor horticultural intervention in the suburban group had an 
influence on understanding that humans are part of nature. Only three 
children (7%) thought that humans did not belong to nature after the 
intervention, versus ten before (24%). Statistically significant differences 
regarding the interest in plants were not found, although knowledge about 
plants improved. Afterwards, the children could, on average, mention 2.55 
factors that affect plant growth, while before the intervention the mean was 
2.28. The children gave positive feedback on the intervention, especially the 
active parts: the sowing of seeds and a field trip to the Kaisaniemi Botanical 
Gardens. 
 
Summary and highlights, Study I: 

• The relationship with nature and greenery varies according to residence 
and gender; 

• The children living in Kainuu (rural) reported knowing the names of 
trees better than their urban age-mates. They also drew more figurative 
pictures of trees; 

• Rural children mentioned natural places more often as their favourite 
outdoor place compared to suburban children; 

• Parks were mentioned as a favourite place only among urban children’s 
answers; 

• Plants interested girls more than they did boys, and girls thought about 
being connected with nature more than did boys; 

• Before the horticultural (indoor) intervention, 24% of the urban 
children thought humans were not part of nature. Afterwards, only 7% 
still had this belief. 

 



 

 
Study II was based on a qualitative analysis of camp leaders’ weekly reports 
(2008–2009) and fieldnotes obtained with observational data collected by 
participating in one of the groups (2009), and, in the final year, with 
observational data collected as a non-participant observer (2010). The results 
showed that the garden environment, activities and affordances offered the 
children plenty of genuine social learning situations with peers. In addition, 
the results demonstrated that multidimensional garden settings can meet the 
needs of children by inspiring them to investigate and experience their 
circumstances principally by means of play. Although the time the children 
were allowed to play freely was, in principle, limited to approximately half an 
hour after lunch, the children managed to extend their play opportunities 
throughout the six-hour camping day. This ‘play escape’ happened only after 
the children were already familiar with the place, usually within a few weeks 
from the start of the camp (Fig. 4). 
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Social life lessons in the garden. From the data, four core categories of social 
skills learning were identified: social manners, affection, trust and work ethic. 
At first, affordances in the garden for learning social manners included 
suitable spaces/places for both free play and games with rules: lawns, an 
orchard, a grove, mature trees and gardening plots. Typically, the children had 
to negotiate rules and settle their differences of opinion. 

Secondly, learning about and building affection towards natural elements, 
such as plants, bugs, earthworms, trees took place early on. Although many of 
the children were unfamiliar with gardening and, at first, showed reluctance 
towards dirt, earthworms or flying insects, in a few days, they usually started 
showing affection, for example, by tending to creatures in the garden and 
holding them in their hands. Children similarly developed relationships with 
peers and adults in the camp at this early stage. 

Connecting directly with all the senses to a diversity of affordances, in the 
company of other people, accelerated children’s affectionate behaviour. The 
adults in the camp had the power to strengthen or weaken this type of learning. 
If the camp leader showed enthusiasm and pointed out interesting ‘wonders’ 
of nature or, for instance, appreciated and articulated the importance of 
earthworms in soil, the children would easily start tending to them. But, on the 
other hand, if the adult was afraid of bees or a mouse and told the children to 
back off and be careful, the outcome would be quite the opposite. 

Learning to trust was tied up with the nature of gardening per se. The 
gardening plot design was effective for creating confidential discussions while 
working (especially while weeding). In addition, learning to trust that they 
would have a fair share of the harvest in spite of the long waiting time was 
difficult for the children to understand. Again, the adults’ role was important 
in creating trust in children. The camp leader could encourage children’s 
initiatives by trusting them to fulfil their ideas with situational sensitivity. In 
the garden, affordances often provided the children with inspiration and ideas; 
for example, a tall sunflower field invited them to adventure. Permission to 
make a path through the field of sunflowers gave the children not only an 
exciting sensuous experience, but also the feeling that they could be trusted, 
which, in return, boosted proactive suggestions. 

Work ethic was the fourth life lesson provided by garden affordances. 
Gardening requires work, and the reward (the harvest) takes time. All the 
different working phases; shovelling, sowing, planting, weeding, watering and 
thinning out, built up resilience, which is the basis of any success in later life. 
Taking care of the garden made the children feel proud of their achievements, 
and they eagerly presented their plots to parents, visitors or passers-by. 
Beyond pride, working hard for the harvest also raised questions about 
fairness: many discussions about doing one’s fair share for mutual benefit took 
place, and the children insisted that everyone to participate in the work (or 
else no harvest!). Enthusiasm, esprit de corps, diligence, initiative, 
concentration on gardening and peacefulness were among the positive 



 

descriptions camp leaders used to characterize the children’s workflow. 
However, sometimes, although less frequently, the children behaved in a way 
that was restless, nonparticipating and even bullying. Nevertheless, on 
occasion, when the mutual benefit was obvious, the children took 
responsibility and helped others, for example, by weeding the entire potato 
field. 
 
The garden as a place to play. This research site contained play spaces for 
various play scenes and needs. In total, 14 different play types were observed, 
which shows the diversity and quality of the garden’s available and actualized 
affordances. In presenting the results, I divided the play in two main 
categories: child-initiated non-structured (free-) play and adult-initiated 
structured play (games with rules).  Games with rules were usually played 
amongst the whole camp group, whereas the child-initiated free play 
happened during children’s lunch break or allotted free time outside the daily 
programme, and in smaller groups.  

In terms of garden affordances, open spaces that allowed running or 
concentrating on a particular subject, usually took place in an open space like 
a lawn, field or orchard with sparse trees. Such areas most often served as sites 
for adult-initiated structured play sessions. As for child-initiated free play, the 
children usually chose more biodiverse and vegetation-rich sites like the mixed 
forest. The common grass-covered playground with surrounding linden trees 
was especially used at the beginning of the camp, but towards the end, the 
‘wild’ mixed forest gained more popularity. 

The gardening plots were a surprisingly multifaceted affordance for play.  
Mud play with bare soil, petting the earthworms or bugs, water play with a 
gardening hose and make-believe play using plant materials for costumes or 
fake food/decorations are representative examples. Sometimes, inspiration 
for such play was not welcomed by the camp leader, especially if the teacher 
wanted to accomplish a certain goal for the day (e.g. completing the sowing), 
but, on occasion, the play could be implemented alongside work. For example, 
to bring inspiration to the boring (and never-ending) weeding, the leader could 
start role play with ‘weeding robots’, or initiate a weeding Olympics 
competition, which the children eagerly joined.  

The garden plants, especially the trees, helped the children to initiate 
diversified play sessions and scenes. Affordances allowing ‘hide-away’, such as 
sunflowers, were among favourites (Fig. 5). Although not all of the plants were 
available for use, the garden contained enough space and low-maintenance 
areas where the children could take play props and materials for self-initiated 
construction. The scale of the play scenes varied according to the available 
space at a given moment, from a single plate of fake food made of rhubarb 
flowers and leaves created by girls, to a whole grove transformed into ‘Indian 
country’, conquered by a mixed group of boys. Playing house and building huts 
were appealing activities for these children. 
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Although all children are individual in their behaviour, it was common among 
the boys to see hut building that involved scenes of conquering countries or 
defending a fortress, whereas the girls often played house, making fake food 
and concentrating more on details and decorations. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The nature-child relationship. In Study II, after open and selective coding of 
data in the end of the analysis, I implemented two theoretical concepts for 
evaluating the garden environment for children: first, Vygotsky’s (19781967, 
1978) zone of proximal development (ZPD) and second, Horelli’s (2007) 
environmental child-friendliness (ECF). 

The ZPD is a theory of child development that underlines the importance 
of learning new skills together with or from more capable peers and/or adults 
versus learning solo. According to Vygotsky, the ZPD is the dynamic zone of 
sensitivity in which learning and cognitive development occur. ZPD activities 
are challenging for the child, but achievable with adult or peer guidance. 
Through collaboration and interaction (called scaffolding), the child can 
actively construct new cognitive abilities. (Berk & Winsler, 1997). 

In the analysis, I emphasized the role of the environment on the ZPD 
learning process. In a great number of learning situations with peers, natural 
affordances played a crucial role. The physical context of play (garden) was 
important because it could direct the opportunities children had to interact 



 

with peers, as well as the play themes they selected, providing mediating 
frameworks and play props from the surrounding culture. Intriguing cues 
from surrounding affordances often formed the substance of a skill-sharing 
episode, for example, proficiency in blowing a whistle made of grass, or 
climbing a big tree – and guiding the others to learn to do the same. The 
findings indicate that ZPD was unquestionably supported by the number and 
quality of available natural affordances within the garden. However, this 
support required sufficient child-directed free play, time and tolerance on 
behalf of the adults. 

 
The other applied concept, environmental child-friendliness (ECF), is a tool 
for assessing certain environmental qualities through the affordances of a 
given location (Horelli, 2007). Places that possess high ECF properties provide 
enough appealing and available physical structures that children can 
manipulate and use according to their need and interest; that is, actualize the 
existing affordances. The place under study, the Kumpula School Garden, was 
essentially an environmentally child-friendly place, but in order to actualize 
the various and plenty affordances into child-directed action, the children 
needed permission from the adults. Restricted free playtime frustrated the 
children especially on occasions in which they were immersed in their make-
believe world. Sometimes a strict schedule caused complaining, disobedience, 
idling or slowness among children, lessening the total ECF ‘score’ of this 
particular children’s garden.  
 
Summary and highlights, Study II: 

• The garden environment fostered social learning; 
• The garden environment provided appealing affordances for children, 

which led to autonomous and multifaceted play behaviours; 
• Situational sensitivity and tolerance on behalf of adults and freedom 

to explore helped the children to build their connection with nature; 
• Elements of a garden appealing to children were formulated as 

recommendations and planning suggestions for garden designs with a 
child-centred approach. 
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Observing the relevance of trees for children in a garden, the research then 
focused on children and trees. A clear indication of the popularity of trees, 
found in data, was that of the photographs from the field (N=564), 41 showed 
children in a tree or climbing up one. The inductive analysis of data revealed 
that trees were in fact the most utilized affordances in the garden, providing 
the children function, substantial materials and play space as well as subject 
matter for play. Trees increased children’s overall openness to affordances 
with the versatility they provided. Specifically, by looking at actualized tree 
affordances, it was possible to reveal how children actually made their 
connection to nature by using this place-specific affordance. 
 
The construct of connectedness to place was rooted in place-based play and 
tied up with the actual, available affordances found in that place.  The trees 
were versatile affordances that met most of the children’s private and social 
needs in the course of a garden camp, which may explain their popularity.  Not 
only did the trees provide a rich source of material that was used with vivid 
creativity, such as play props like foods, decorations, tools or toys, but they 
offered space for long-lasting, multidimensional place-based play sessions. 
Compared to available manufactured toys that had a clear predetermined 
function, the mouldable and non-specific tree materials nourished the 
children’s imagination, inducing more diverse play. 

From the data, I picked various incidents that involved trees and then 
compared the situation and its outcome with the children’s basic emotional 
needs. The incidents were encoded according to the corresponding needs: self-
confidence and emotion-regulation, competence and belonging, creativity and 
curiosity, adventure and excitement, sensory contact and affection. The 
children did not climb trees just to show off their capabilities or to encourage 
one another to achieve competence within the group, but in order to feel 
secure, capable and content. Trees were used for self-regulation: after an 
argument within a group, a child might go stand against a tree, or climb up in 
order to ‘cool down’ as one girl did several times. After cooling off at the top of 
a tree, she would rejoin the others, visibly calmer. The aspiration to greater 
competence and belonging began with showing off one’s skills (‘Look what I 
can do!’ type of behaviour).  

From data, I looked into cases/situations wherein a child was trying to do 
something, e.g. climb a tree or construct a tool while actualizing an affordance 
for the activity, but not yet mastering the needed skill. Typically, the children 
started scaffolding in those situations, helping each other to gain new skills 
often in order to achieve a mutual goal, such as finishing a hut from tree 
materials. (Table 6.) 



 

The diversified use of tree materials, as well as utilization of treed spaces 
within the garden, required time, starting from nervous needle/leaf tinkering 
during the first days of camp when the children were still outsiders, to 
schemed play-worlds completely made of trees. For example, the building of 
imaginative huts was typical only after several weeks at the camp. Utilizing the 
tree affordances as a gathering spot, an observation tower, relaxation site, a 
hiding place, or a challenge, required being attentive and aware of 
surroundings and occurrences in a given moment. As the connectedness to 
place grew stronger, the children’s focus was increasingly on the ‘here and 
now’.  

With the non-specificness of the tree affordances, the children’s actions led 
to more complex social interaction, thus improving their social skills. Learning 
together from more capable peers (scaffolding) was common, and the children 
were good tutors to one another.  Because they were mutually interested in 
what they were doing (e.g. building a hut or preparing a pretend dinner, 
climbing a tree), their focus was on the task at hand. The more competent child 
first demonstrated the task while explaining how the task is done and how to 
achieve the desired goal. As the procedure went on, the tutor child typically 
segmented the tasks into smaller portions, as a good teacher would, and often 
gave positive feedback on progress. Clearly, the other child could not have 
accomplished the task without a peer as tutor. The affordance that served in 
the situation as the enabling element of this learning was itself a mediator in 
the widening of the ZPD. (Fig. 6). 
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Under the circumstances, scaffolding played an important role not only in 
knowledge transfer concerning the use of trees for play needs but also in 
assessing tree-related risks. Adults rarely noticed the children’s own ability to 
estimate risks by exploring and utilizing the trees with a sense curiosity, 
learning to avoid danger through this experience. Nor did adults notice the 
children’s tendency to eagerly pass on the safety information to other children 
through scaffolding, warning and teaching each other about risks. In Study III, 
I presented multiple examples in which the children learned to manage risks: 
with experience, they knew when to avoid unnecessary risks and to recognize 
when they needed to master new skills by themselves or with peers. Climbing 
trees offered the children an appealing challenge and a way to learn how to 
handle the risks. The main findings of Study III are presented in Table 6.  

 
Summary and highlights, Study III: 

• Children’s use of trees increased as their connection with the place 
developed; 

• Trees provided materials, play space and imaginative activities that 
answered children’s emotional needs; 

• Experience and scaffolding taught the children risk management; 
• The concluding theoretical model ‘Trees as affordances for 

connectedness to place’ provided preconditions and phases of 
behavioural insideness for facilitating children’s nature contact. 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
Trees as affordances for children 

Providing space for social and 
private needs 

 
− Mature, single broad-leaved 

trees 
− small, young trees 
− grove 
− apple orchard 
− mixed forest 

 

Note: 

In treed spaces, various needs are 
often combined during free play.  

1. Self-confidence and self-regulation 
− climbing trees for reflection and in order 

to cool down 
− a home base and a favourite place 
− finding shelter and shade 

2. Competence and belonging  
− a spot for gatherings, a place to talk, relax, 

compete and play 
− learning new skills while building 

huts/play spaces or climbing with peers 
3. Creativity and curiosity 

− exploring and executing ideas derived 
from trees, making play worlds 

− observing and manipulating nature 
− strolling and foraging  

4. Adventure and excitement 
− a place for hide-and-seek, physical play 

and games, viewpoint 
− immersion in make-believe play 

5. Sensory and affectionate 
− tending flora and fauna  

Providing materials  

 
− branches, small and large 

sticks, round billets, clubs, 
twigs with leaves 

− bark 
− leaves and needles 
− cones and seeds 
− fruits and berries 
− flowers 
− sprays 

 

1. Building 
− constructing walls, floors, roofs 
− furnishing chairs, benches, tables 
− marking play space with flagpoles and 

borders 
2. Play props 

− fake food: salads, soups, cakes etc. 
− tools and weapons: hammers, sticks, guns 

and swords 
− toys: pets, puppets, magic wands, nests 

3. Decoration 
− beautifying: bouquets, garlands, 

arrangements, wreaths 
− clothing: jewellery, hats, skirts 
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In this part, I explain in greater detail the three phases of connecting with the 
place based on Studies II and III. The children underwent three separate 
phases while forming insideness within the garden camp setting. Immersed in 
the stimuli of the moment, children developed connectedness to the place 
gradually with the affordances of the environment alongside with the social 
interplay with peers and adults. The change in the children’s behaviour 
became obvious throughout the various data sets, starting with adapting to 
one’s surroundings; next, expressing emotions and interest through 
exploration; then, starting to produce artefacts by manipulating and/or 
collecting objects. Children’s social behaviour first evolved from acting as a 
bystander to forming friendships. Thereafter, children competed and played 
with peers and, in the final stage, acted spontaneously and co-operated 
amongst them. Children’s immersion into and attachment to certain places 
became visible through their intense, imaginative and long-lasting play over 
the camping period.  

This process of forming insideness (and connectedness to place) was 
highlighted by creating three representational stages and providing 
identifying cases for each phase from the drawings and observational data.  
These three illustrative stages were named according the phases of forming 
insideness: 1) outsiders, 2) searchers and 3) insiders. Although each phase 
was characteristic, the early phases overlapped somewhat. When entering the 
garden, a child’s previous knowledge and expectations as well as the group 
leaders’ demeanour influenced his or her position and attitudes, which 
affected the duration of process and to the final depth of insideness. The level 
of insideness became apparent on many occasions that involved situational 
learning. On the other hand, learning situations were sometimes missed due 
to adult behaviour. 
 
Outsiders. In the case of beginners, at first, the garden environment and 
gardening were visibly unfamiliar. The beginners, who had not participated in 
gardening before, typically began the garden camp as outsiders.  Although 
most were interested in gardening, at first, they often felt suspicious of and 
even feared being exposed to outdoor conditions. The children who felt no 
connection to the garden often asked questions such as ‘When does this end?’ 
or ‘Can I go home?’ They would pluck grass or tear up plant leaves in a nervous 
manner. Many of these children expressed boredom, even an aversion towards 
wildlife or outdoor conditions (mostly bugs and dirt) and a lack of initiative. 
Moreover, their body language was sometimes deprecating or uneasy (with 
their hands on their hips), and they participated only in games and duties 
initiated by the adults. However, these inexperienced children gradually 
became excited about gardening and they obviously enjoyed the physical 
labour.  
 



 

 
 
 
The following field observations illustrate the behaviours of typical outsiders: 

1:20 p.m.  Some of the girls are staying inside a tent with their exercise 
books. A group of children begins to look for bugs [note: a task initiated 
by an adult]. ‘What do we do with the worms?’ Wandering around. 
‘Where can we find a worm?’ Children do not understand how to dig 
the bare ground. Children are pretending to look for something. They 
are still apart from each other. Camp teacher: ‘Are you getting ready?’ 
Someone shouts ‘I want to go!’ 

    (Fieldnote 7 June 2010) 

After the morning assembly, we continued preparing vegetable beds. 
The children got the hang of it and we made great progress. It felt like 
it was rewarding for the children to do real labour. I really felt how 
the boys let out steam out while working away with the spades and 
rakes.  
      
     (Camp leader’s report 3 June 2009) 

  
In the following notes, I will illustrate the process of becoming an insider at an 
individual level through the experience of an eight-year-old boy. The boy’s 
actions represent a gradual change in attitudes and behaviours towards the 
place. At the beginning of the camp, this boy was restless: 

1:00 p.m. One boy is sauntering around. He comes to talk with me and 
asks what I’m doing. He tells me where he goes to school and that he is 
waiting to go home.   

    (Fieldnote 7 June 2010) 
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Searchers. The term ‘searchers’ characterizes the typical behaviour of the 
middle phase of connecting the place: the constant exploration of one’s 
surroundings, an interest in natural things and a strong urge to socialize with 
peers. As searchers, the children demonstrated their competence in finding 
their place in a group while making each other’s acquaintance. They also 
showed interest in their environment by asking many questions. As soon as 
they received something of their ‘own’, such as a seedling, the children began 
to show affection for it. The following examples from the researcher’s 
fieldnotes highlight the searcher phase. Note the adult’s role in the first 
example: 

1:30 p.m. Some of the children are sitting on the grass while others 
play tag. ‘Look what I can do!’ says one girl to another. They take turns 
doing handstands. The other girl is peeping under a stump, looking for 
bugs. ‘Look at this.’ ‘Can you do a cartwheel?’ ‘Do you want to see? 
Neat, wasn’t it?’ A boy comes along to show his skills. ‘I am good at 
doing …” JUST as the children begin to talk and make friends, the camp 
leader stops the free play session at 1:44 pm.  
      
   (Fieldnote 9 June 2010) 

Planting tomatoes seemed a favourite task for many this week. Some 
of the girls gave names to these plants and took care of them with 
special tenderness. The boys also started to spot bugs underneath the 
rotting stumps. In the garden, the children seem to become especially 
fascinated with earthworms and watering plants. 

      
   (Group leader’s report 6 June 2008) 

Accordingly, our representative boy from the 7 June fieldnote above is a part 
of this group of searcher boys who are closer to becoming insiders, and already 
bonding and making friends: 

9:47 a.m. During the morning assembly, everyone plucks grass. Boys 
begin to explore nature; they study worms, roots that they find in the 
ground and ants that were in a nest under a rock. After discussing 
what it is like to be a bird, the boys begin a spontaneous bird game. 
Another boy sometimes pretends to be a swan and occasionally an 
eagle. In their play, a fox is trying to catch a bird.  
      
   (Fieldnote 11 June 2010) 

 



 

Insiders. In the final stage as insiders, children took initiative and were, at the 
same time, co-operative; they often launched projects in the garden plots and 
invented games. In other words, the children grasped and utilized the 
affordances (materials and spaces) of the environment creatively. The trees 
especially fascinated the children. In general, spaces that were diverse and 
possible to manipulate were favoured. The following passage from the 
fieldnotes was written in the last week of camp. Note that the children’s nature 
observations are shared with an adult:  

The children had been asking for permission to go to the sunflower 
field. Now, when the flowers are taller than the children, some flowers 
were cleared to make a path through the field. What an experience! It 
is really nice to notice that the children have turned out to be very 
proactive during the summer. Even the boy-against-girl football game 
that we had during a break was their idea and they organized it 
marvellously themselves.  

In the afternoon, we weeded the carrots and quizzed each other on 
animals at the same time. The children were making observations 
about wildlife, the plot and its fauna. 

      
   (Fieldnote 4 August 2009) 

The insiders played long-lasting, imaginative and adventurous games, such as 
the ‘Ant Hunter’ boys (Fig. 7), Indians or animal figures. The insiders formed 
a loose gang that shared information and play areas. The continuity of 
insideness is noteworthy: once becoming insiders, the following year, the same 
children could continue their play where they left off the previous August. 
Fieldnotes of observations witnessed plays that even continued for three years.  
For instance, the girls and boys combined elements of their make-believe 
worlds, partially including the others nearby in their own play, as in this 
example in which the children are completely immersed in their surroundings: 

12:25 p.m. The boys are having an adventure. I am sitting on a stone 
in the middle of a garden grove. The girls are playing that they are lost 
and are searching for their home. Both girls are baby animals in the 
play. ‘I am a reindeer and she is a bunny,’ explains a girl as she passes 
by. They talk in a high, childlike voice. ‘Oh, come here to my hut.’ ‘Hello, 
again,’ says passing boy. ‘We are Ant Hunters again.’ Girls: ‘I am lost! 
Mummy, mummy!’ A boy: ‘We’ll have to spy. Let’s go to that spying 
place. Watch out! There’s a girl!’ One more girl joins the girls’ game. 
She would like to be a fox, but the bunny and the reindeer are worried 
that the fox might eat them. ‘There is a fox!’ ‘Let’s go to a safe place or 
else it might catch us.’    
      
   (Fieldnote 21 June 2010) 
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Here, our example boy is definitely an insider: 

11:52 a.m. A boy is telling me about a secret Indian game. ‘You won’t 
tell anyone? Promise? Over there, where those spruces are, we have a 
hut …’ I ask questions and discover that in a grove, there are different 
Indian tribes and this boy is an Indian chief. They use Indian cries and 
conquer land. ‘We have almost conquered the entire grove!’ The boy 
had an Indian name, and the tribe had a name.   

      
   (Fieldnote 12 July 2010) 

 

In order to become empowered insiders within the camp setting, the children 
needed several opportunities to explore nature independently (Fig. 7). During 
their dedicated and active free play outside the adult-led curriculum, the 
children learned greatly about themselves, others and their surroundings. 
Once they had freedom, the whole process of forming insideness within a 
location was surprisingly quick, approximately two weeks. As a result, the 
duration of the camp and individual freedom to explore were crucial.  

The adults in the camp had a strong impact on whether the children had 
the opportunity to suggest activities and how much freedom to explore they 
were allowed. The camp leader’s attitude towards children affected how well 
they could trust the adult and vice versa. When the leader trusted the children 



 

by supporting their initiatives, this resulted in a deeper connection with the 
setting, which additionally facilitated situational learning. 

The children’s drawings reflected their connectedness to the place. In the 
beginners’ drawings of the garden, spending the summer gardening resulted 
in more detailed and varied plant species compared to the beginning of the 
summer: the absolute increase in recognizable plant species was 48%. 
Moreover, at the end of the summer, the beginners drew 26% more images of 
people tending plants enjoying the garden. Table 7 represents the children’s 
overall idea of a garden.  

Clearly, the children formed a sense of belonging to the place; this became 
evident in the drawings, as the children often pictured themselves within the 
context. In the first pair of drawings (Fig. 8 a: pre- and after camp), a ten-year-
old girl at first depicted a garden simply as a place through which to pass. By 
contrast, in her later drawing from the end of camp, pictured children had 
become part of the garden, actively tending to the plants. Another pair of 
drawings (Fig. 8 b) comes from our representative, the eight-year-old boy 
whose behaviour is described in the examples of the different phases of 
forming insideness. His first picture depicted only a single tree with no 
personal details, whereas the later drawing revealed a strong state of 
insideness picturing himself playing. By comparison, the later drawing 
portrayed personally important features in the garden, such as the play sites 
(a small hill and trees). During the summer, this boy began to play Indians in 
the garden grove and in his second drawing, we can see him playing an Indian.  
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a) 

 

 
 

The first picture from the beginning of the summer: the garden represents a 
place for passing through. Signs tell visitors to stay on the path and not to 
touch the flowers. 

 
 
The second picture from the same girl at the end of the summer: now people 
are taking part in caring for the garden. The signs simply point out the names 
of the vegetables: tomatoes, lettuce, onions and flowers  



 

 

b) 
 

 
The first picture from the beginning of the summer: for the boy, a garden 
is a place where only an apple tree grows. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The second picture from the same boy at the end of summer represents 
the boy's favourite playtime activity during the daily free period—an 
Indian, depicted in a thicket with a large rock. 
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In the following section, I cover the main results, first, by describing the results 
from my initial study, then, looking at a garden as a place for children and, 
next, moving along to the children’s process of making their connection to this 
particular place. The relationship to trees was worthy of a paragraph of its own, 
since the garden’s trees, in particular, proved to be greatly appealing to the 
children. Theory, outcomes and a model for implication are presented at the 
end of this section. 

In my first study, using a similar questionnaire in rural Paltamo and suburban 
Vuosaari in Helsinki, I examined school children’s relationship to plants and 
green places to evaluate Finnish primary school children’s relationship to 
nature. The relationship to green environment and vegetation turned out to be 
different among the compared groups: rural and suburban children, and boys 
and girls. The first results caused concern, which gave me reason to study 
empirically the phenomenon in greater depth. 

It emerged in Study I that children living in rural areas mentioned natural 
places as favourites more often than their suburban peers. Obviously, the 
quality and opportunities of the living environment had an effect on children’s 
relationship to nature, or at least the opportunities were utilized more 
frequently; in their choice of favourite place, rural children named more 
natural places such as berry bushes, huts in the woods or beaches. It appeared 
that they had better opportunities for spending leisure hours in connection 
with nature, which may have had the effect of seeing humans as part of nature 
more often than their urban counterparts did. They also claimed to know the 
trees by name better than their suburban peers (88% rural, 55% urban). 
Although the number of participants was relatively small (N=42 suburban, 
N=34 rural), the difference in these two key claims, ‘Human beings are part of 
nature’ and ‘I know the trees in the forest by name’, was statistically significant 
and, thus, may signal to us to take into account the suburban children’s 
possibly lesser connections to nature. In more urban areas, children who can 
freely move around (‘free-ranging’), make more and deeper connections with 
nature, as already shown in the early studies on children and their relationship 
to their neighbourhood (Hart, 1979; Lynch, 1977; Moore, 1980, 1986). The 
evidence from Study I that suburban children felt less connected with and 
spent less of their time in nature caused me to think about the opportunities 
these children actually have to form relationships with nature, since modern 
life tends to limit their access to natural places (Christian et al. 2015; Clements, 
2004; Frost, 2010; Gundersen et al., 2016; Kyttä et al., 2015).  



 

After a hands-on horticultural learning project in Study I, the children better 
understood the meaning of vegetation to human life. Only 7% of the children 
replied that human beings are not part of nature, whereas before the 
intervention, the rate was as high as 24%. The intervention also improved 
children’s knowledge of plants; they now knew more factors that influence 
plant growth. The results are in line with previous studies that have found 
gardening projects fruitful in learning (e.g. Blair, 2009; Morgan et al., 2009; 
Passy et al., 2010). For specific teaching goals, a hands-on intervention proved 
to be worthwhile within the school context, but other expectations remain 
untested. 

Assessing the overall impact of the indoor intervention, I undoubtedly felt 
it would have been more influential as an outdoor project. Even so, I assumed 
it was unlikely to have had any impact on children’s relationship to nature. 
Therefore, in order to learn how nature connection takes place organically, 
without strict learning aims, I decided to study active children in a natural, 
outdoor environment. Consequently, in the subsequent Studies II and III, I 
engaged myself in ‘grounded’ fieldwork for three years in the Kumpula School 
Garden studying a garden camp context. There, I was able to gain insight about 
children’s interactions with natural affordances, and finally witness the whole 
process of children making their connection to the garden throughout the 
summer. 

The provided description of the natural place-connecting process itself can be 
useful knowledge for educators and planners. While inductively analysing data 
during open coding and seeing a repeated, distinct pattern in the children’s 
changing behaviour throughout the summer, I discovered Relph's (1979) 
resonating concept of behavioural insideness. The concept illustrates the 
affordances a person may meaningfully engage in (Lim & Barton, 2010, p. 
330). The process that emerged from the data was a pathway to behavioural 
insideness after three separate phases. First, the outsider state of feeling 
discomfort and insecurity. Then, soon after, the searcher state with constant 
exploration of the surroundings. Finally, within a few weeks, during the 
insider state, the children acted proactively by showed affection towards 
wildlife and immersing themselves in nature with their imaginative play 
sessions. The insider state included multifaceted use of various affordances 
both privately and together with peers. In this final stage, the behavioural 
insideness manifested in children’s actions: immersion in the moment, 
scaffolding with peers, coping with risks, and long-lasting, creative play: 
connectedness to place was evident. 
The children needed to ‘immerse’ themselves in a place in order to be able to 
fully exploit its affordances in a given moment and situation. As 
abovementioned, most ‘spur of the moment’ vigorous play sessions took place 
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after spending a certain amount of time in a place, at least two weeks. This 
notion is compatible with Relph’s (1976) concept of insideness, which refers to 
the quality of connecting with a place – the relationship with a place and the 
affordances found therein deepens and becomes multifaceted through 
familiarity with the place as well as the activities that can be carried out within 
it. The opportunity for free play was crucial to becoming strongly connected 
or, as I termed it, becoming an ‘insider’ in a place. The freedom for exploration 
helped the children to form a close and meaningful relationship with this 
garden, where new skills were acquired through training and experience in 
sociocultural practices. During those autonomous free play sessions as 
insiders, the affordances started to ‘speak’ to the children with a situational 
sensitivity that required directed focus on the moment. In agreement with 
some researchers, I believe that fewer organized activities could be beneficial, 
for this makes possible the development of children’s own play worlds without 
too much interference from adults (Skår et al., 2016; Skår & Krogh, 2009). In 
reference to Table 8, I draw the conclusion that many impetuses combined in 
an affordance-rich place with supportive adults and peers (no, or only a few 
obstacles), supports and encourages behavioural insideness and a strong 
connectedness to a place. 

The affordances children are drawn to act upon are those that are relevant 
to their prevailing needs (Blair, 2009; Gibson, 1979; Kyttä, 2002, 2006; 
Rietveld & Kiverstein, 2014; Scannell & Gifford, 2016). These needs, like 
building self-esteem by acquiring new skills, belonging or gaining control, 
served as an impetus before engaging with an affordance. An example of a 
versatile affordance suitable for various needs is a single branch, which could 
be incorporated into the wall of a hut, or transformed into a walking stick, 
magic wand or weapon of choice, or even a whole set of play spaces. That single 
branch allowed the children to fulfil their need for physical activity (running, 
climbing, building) according to their psychological status quo (creating, 
socializing, competing, learning). Individuality was key when I looked at 
children’s connectedness to nature: every child responded to a particular 
affordance according to his/her personal status quo. Based on my data, many 
intriguing affordances combined with situational and personal impetuses that 
motivate action yield a fast connection to a place; the connection manifests 
itself as insider-type of behaviour within two weeks (the maximal use of 
affordances, behavioural insideness). The versatility of affordances in the 
garden offered situationally suitable activities, materials and places, both 
privately and together with the others, which helped children to become 
connected with the place according to their needs.  

 



 

In the following theoretical model ‘Affordances channel connectedness to 
place’, I demonstrate the role of existing affordances and the three-phased 
process of connecting to a place (Fig. 9).  First and foremost, both situational 
and individual preconditions must be present before children can start 
actualizing the affordances; external preconditions come from outward 
circumstances (e.g. qualities of the place, social norms or limitations), whereas 
the internal are personal to each child (e.g. personality, skills, age, feelings). 
In the model, the processional phases (outsider, searcher, insider) children 
undergo are listed with a description of how each stage reflects children’s use 
of affordances. Finally, the model indicates how the level of connectedness to 
place is manifested in the children’s behaviour. 

This study showed how place-specific affordances enabled learning with 
peers, that is, scaffolding. If the environment lacks inspiring affordances, the 
knowledge and abilities of a more capable peer or adult can be useless, for 
without tools one cannot build. A child needs suitable stimulus in order for 
his/her budding skills to develop (Vygotsky 1978, p. 86). If, on the other hand, 
the environment is full of interesting and inspiring affordances available, the 
ability to solve problem with peers could improve considerably, thus enlarging 
the ZPD. Based on my observations, I claim that affordance-rich green 
environments, such as the Kumpula School Garden, have the potential to boost 
children’s ZPD. The garden environment was challenging enough to keep the 
children slightly above their level of independent functioning, providing daily 
opportunities for them to practice skills together with more capable peers, thus 
apparently boosting their ZPD. The children who worked together while 
building huts and climbing trees seemed to achieve new skills more quickly 
than those children who tried to accomplish the same tasks alone, although no 
actual comparisons were made in this area. 

At the same time, this greater peer use of affordances in the garden must 
have affected the depth of insideness achieved: collaborating with more 
capable peers increased the individual’s versatile utilization of surrounding 
affordances. Consequently, this increased use of affordances as a result of peer 
influence was directly reflected in the deepening the phase of a child’s 
individual level of behavioural insideness, while widening the ZPD. The role of 
affordances in children’s educational settings are often neglected, even though 
they can have such a significant influence on children’s co-operative learning. 
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Co-operative imaginative play in the garden grove provided an environment 
where ideas were constantly spreading from child to child. For example, the 
grove offered endlessly new ideas for implementation, such as challenging 
one’s skills at hut building. By allowing children freedom in such an 
‘affordance-rich’ environment, it is possible to support their ZPD while they 
connect with nature. Without suitable affordances and/or more capable peers, 
behavioural insideness in a particular place may develop only partially. 
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In order to gain insight into how to promote (especially urban and suburban) 
children’s beneficial relationship with nature, as a horticultural scientist, my 
focus was on how children respond to the physical elements of the garden: 
variable types of plants and groups of plants (bushes, lawns, garden plots, 
groves and orchards), soil and water features. The research site, the Kumpula 
School Garden, proved to be an excellent site for study; it was sufficiently large 
(4.3 ha), with plenty of participants (each year over 100 children joined the 
camp) and had a versatile garden layout with biodiverse natural elements in 
terms of flora and fauna. In addition, it was possible to study the garden 
affordances for children over a long period of time: the camp started at the 
beginning of June and lasted till August (a total of 37 days). Unlike the present 
study, earlier studies have not, followed the same site for such a long period 
(three consecutive years), nor have they observed the whole process of 
developing connectedness to a place using grounded theory methodology (see 
review by Adams & Savahl, 2017). 

The main discovery in Study II, based on participative and non-
participative observations, field reports, drawings and photos, was the 
diversity in play behaviours the garden brought out. Different affordances 
served different actions; spatial affordances offered open or more private 
space according to children’s situational needs. The untended garden grove 
resulted in the most versatile play behaviours, but open fields and lawns were 
important, for instance, for running games. The need for adventurous games 
and play was mostly satisfied in an area with tall plants (shrubbery, sunflower 
field or a thicket). For free play, the children preferred spaces with trees of 
various species and ages. For building trusting relationships with peers and 
adults, the cultivated area (‘plot’) was also important: it served as a place to 
learn social skills for life.  The Kumpula School Garden possessed qualities that 
children found appealing. The versatile affordances brought about various 
behaviours in the children that became more imaginative and complex as the 
summer proceeded. Natural affordances – trees, grass, water, rocks, soil and 
green space overall – provided opportunities that finally led to child-directed, 
long-lasting and imaginative play; in total 14 different types of play involved 
crucial element(s) from the garden, either physical (water sources, open large 
spaces such as lawns, bare soil, rocks) or living (wildlife, such as bugs, and 
vegetation).  

Through play, these affordances supported children’s connectedness to this 
garden, while the level of behavioural insideness cumulated alongside. The key 
‘ingredient’ came from the biodiversity of the place: the varying vegetation 
formed different play spaces, making the environment suitable for the 
children, and fulfilling their situational needs. Jones (2000), Kyttä (2002), 
and Lim & Barton (2010), among others, have argued that children are 
attracted by variable and easily manipulated spaces with multiple affordances. 
Similar discoveries have been presented in other Scandinavian studies by 
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Fjørtoft (2001, 2004) and Gurholt & Sanderud (2016), and in a recent review 
by Adams & Savahl (2017) that covered 83 articles on nature as children’s 
space.  Adams & Savahl’s (2017) review revealed that the majority of studies 
about children’s experiences in natural spaces concentrate mostly on 
children’s wellbeing, such as physical and emotional (health) development, 
cognitive functioning, coping with stress or, again, how engagement with 
nature affects environmental behaviour or children’s motivation to care for 
nature.  

These results strengthen the observations of earlier studies through the 
obvious fact that the physical properties of the place directly affect children's 
behaviour: in varied natural surroundings, children end up playing in a more 
complex and long-lasting way (e.g. Brussoni et al., 2015, Fjørtoft, 2001; 
Fjørtoft & Sageie, 2000; Gurholt & Sanderud, 2016). In agreement with other 
researchers who have emphasized the benefits of nature play and encouraged 
adults to let children play freely, place-based play did seem crucial (Brussoni, 
2012, 2015; Sandseter, 2009, 2012; Staempfli, 2009). Place-based free play 
can thrive in an affordance-abundant environment wherein the use of 
affordances is supported (by adults/peers). These findings help to identify and 
appreciate the process of connecting itself, without focusing only on the 
desired goal, whatever it may be.  

Overall, gender roles were visible in children’s behaviour in nature. Study 
I showed differences between the sexes; girls answered that they are interested 
in plants more often than boys, and girls also felt that they were part of nature 
significantly more than boys. The girls and boys also demonstrated differences 
in their opinions about plants. The girls were in general more interested in 
plants than the boys (90% of girls were interested versus 40% of boys). 
Alarmingly, 36% of the boys did not understand that plants are essential for 
human life in comparison to the girls who understood better the vitality of 
plants for humans.  

Although this was not the focal point of this study, boys and girls did still, 
as in Study I, seem to demonstrate different interests regarding greenery and 
activities in actual natural circumstances in the garden. The girls were initially 
more interested in plants than were the boys and, in their behaviour, tended 
to show more devotion towards creatures and concentrate more on beauty, 
details and creativity. Meanwhile, the boys’ behaviour emphasized 
competition and adventure. Common to both sexes was the appeal of 
exploration, construction and honing physical skills. Still, children’s behaviour 
varied according to the individual and situation, and while these 
generalizations are not to be emphasized in directing children’s nature 
activity, it is good to be aware that they exist and to be sensitive about it. (Study 
II and III). 

A child-friendly environment that offers multiple appealing affordances 
suitable for an individual, and/or groups of children, has the potential to help 
the children learn general life skills (Horelli, 2007). In Kumpula, the children 
had the opportunity to learn personal and social skills, which I demonstrated 



 

with the examples derived from observational data from my own fieldnotes 
and photos, along with those from the other camp leaders’ field reports. The 
examples of situations in which it was possible to practise life skills in the 
garden encompassed ‘lessons’ for learning social and ethical manners 
(fairness), affection (respect towards flora and fauna) and trust (competence 
and initiative with others).  

Without undermining the educational programme of the study context 
(day camp), in this study, the nature-child relationship was best formed in 
child-directed situations, in which interest was awakened before action. In 
order to support the nature-child relationship, adult-directed and child-
directed situations could have alternated in a more situationally sensitive 
manner. Sometimes the opportunity for learning valuable life lessons was 
missed due to adult behaviour; for example, when the group leader had 
planned strict timetables and stopped an imaginative play session, or on 
occasions when, with a plea for safety, they stopped children's play, or 
hindered children’s natural curiosity towards nature, because the leader had a 
personal fear of mice or bees (Study II). These examples amplify notions in 
Kyttä’s (2003) and other more recent studies (Brussoni, 2012, 2015; 
Sandseter, 2009, 2012; Staempfli, 2009) about the actualization of 
affordances: if adults restrict or ban children from using the affordances they 
are drawn to, they may turn even a highly child-friendly environment into a 
space unfit or unfriendly for children, reducing the overall ECF level. If the 
adults set (too many) obstacles, they may slow down the children’s process of 
connecting to the place. In the worst scenario, with multiple obstacles, they 
might hinder, or even prevent the child from becoming an insider. (Table 8). 

I have demonstrated through my own observations (fieldnotes and 
photographs), and the observations of other group leaders (their field reports 
and photographs) that the use of affordances was very limited during the first 
days in a new place; insecurity revealed itself as twiddling parts of plants (e.g. 
leaves, grass, branches) and/or looking for shelter around trees. This is in 
contrast to the situation after two weeks in the camp, when the children used 
all parts of the tree to make tools, fake food or even big huts (Study II and III). 
These observations from the early phase of making a connection with the place 
represent situations where the obstacles inhibiting the utilization of the 
affordances are mostly personal inhibitors: fear, tension, insecurity. The 
outsider phase vanished quickly when curiosity took over, especially if the 
adults supported children’s explorations. Then, the transition to the searcher 
phase began promptly. Adults can support or hinder the children’s process of 
forming connectedness to nature. Adults’ tight timetables or rules, their 
emphasis on safety and their own fears towards nature can prevent children 
from becoming closely connected. On the other hand, a flexible attitude, 
situational sensitivity and encouragement can help children in their process 
towards behavioural insideness in a natural place. 
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Table 8 below shows a matrix of the impetuses, obstacles and the use of 
affordances based on the main results. After finishing the last section of the 
GT analysis protocol, the theoretical coding phase, I represented the equation 
of how these three, impetus, obstacles and affordances, work together when 
children build their connectedness to place. In the result-derived IAO theory, 
an equation opens up those factors that have an encouraging or inhibitory 
effect on children’s process of forming behavioural insideness through 
connectedness to place. With the IAO theory, adults are able to evaluate each 
place and look at the possible affordances in combination with the activity they 
are planning. Educators and planners can, with this simple formula, prepare 
for possible obstacles facing children’s connectedness to nature in an 
affordance-rich environment, and eliminate the unnecessary ones beforehand. 
Afterwards (after an intervention), with IOA theory, estimating the number 
and quality of the actualized affordances is effortless. (Table 8).  

Moreover, after the evaluative process with the IAO theory, one can assess 
the likelihood of various scenarios by determining the relative proportions in 
the different categories of the IAO matrix. For example, if the obstacles are 
many, and the number of affordances is low, the scenario will likely be that 
children’s needs are not met and their connectedness to the place will remain 
tenuous. Or, if the place provides plenty of available affordances and obstacles 
are minimal and necessary, one can assume that the activity will securely 
support children’s needs and help them to form behavioural insideness and 
become connected to the place. In a context like a children’s garden day camp 
or similar settings, this is the desirable scenario. The first scenario in the 
matrix, where affordances and impetuses are many and there are no obstacles, 
describes a child-led situation, the experience of a ‘free-ranging’ child.  

See the various scenarios in Table 9, after the IAO theory explanation in 
Table 8.  
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The third article (Study III) is the first published in-depth study on children 
and trees. I also covered the different stages of the development of that 
relationship, which is, in fact, a process description of children’s 
connectedness to nature. The garden’s trees were the greatest providers for the 
children: in each phase of forming behavioural insideness while developing 
connectedness to place, the trees offered a matching affordance. Due to their 
versatility, tree affordances can be used as process indicator plants. 

Looking at the specific relationship between a child and a tree, the ways 
children used a tree affordance not only revealed something about their inner 
needs but how connected they were and had become with the place. From this 
perspective, it seems possible to even use children’s actions in combination 
with trees as an indicator of their connectedness to place. In fact, the 
connection with trees started to emerge from the very beginning of the camp, 
as the children sought comfort around big trees or fiddled with tree materials. 
In the following days, situations captured in photographs, fieldnotes and in 
other camp leaders' reports showed the connection becoming more varied. 
The word practice can describe the utilization of trees in the searcher phase. 
Various skills were being practised through scaffolding with peers, such as 
climbing, handicrafts and construction. Finally, this developed into the 
insiders' wide and deep ways of taking advantage of trees for their play space 
and/or material bank. 

 For children, the affordances trigger action according their situational 
needs (Rietveld & Kiverstein, 2014). The perception of readiness to engage 
with relevant opportunities for action can be understood as ‘openness to 
affordances’, as defined by Rietveld and Kiverstein (2014, p. 347). There were 
many factors in my data that affect openness. I combined these under the 
‘impetus’ category (Table 8). Indeed, as the impetus shifted, ‘openness’ to 
using trees widened over time throughout the whole camping period. The clues 
from a specific tree affordance were adapted out of intrinsic motivation (the 
idea that actions are worth doing for their own sake), and implemented 
intuitively, followed by other actions according to the evolving situation or a 
change in actual, present preference, skills and needs — this is also cited in 
Rietveld and Kiverstein’s conceptual study (2014).  

Reflecting on these outcomes from other studies involving trees and 
children, it is regrettable that trees in general are often seen as a threat or a 
risk for children (Brussoni et al., 2015), even though they are found to attract 
children and channel many types of play behaviours (e.g. Pedersen & Rønning, 
2016, Sobel, 2008). Importantly, this study showed that the children learned 
to handle risks through experience, sharing their knowledge and skills with 
peers through scaffolding on several documented occasions.  
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Natural spaces with trees can facilitate the acquisition of new skills through 
training and experience in sociocultural practices with peers (Christian et al. 
2015; Fjørtoft, 2001, Sandseter, 2009). As documented in Study III, trees in 
the garden brought out strikingly varied actions in children; trees served as a 
challenge, entertainment, as a platform for creativity and construction, an 
opportunity for adventure, or as a retreat. Consequently, children's situational 
needs were nourished. The example of avoiding the risk of falling out of a tree 
illustrates how direct experiences with nature, mediated directly or indirectly 
by more knowledgeable others, can be a transformative motivation to absorb 
risk avoiding behavioural patterns among children. In this study group of 
children, scaffolding was common in several favourite activities within this 
garden, such as hut building, climbing and manufacturing tools. Learning to 
climb in a tree from an older ‘climbing expert’ is a representative example of 
scaffolding that led to responsible and cautious play. Allowing the children to 
play autonomously without adult guidance in nature-rich places, fulfilled their 
physical (e.g. running, climbing and building) and psychological (e.g. creating, 
socializing, competing and learning) needs; by scaffolding, they became skilled 
faster. It turned out that the children already were, or they became, perfectly 
capable of handling the risks. The children noticed the risk of falling when 
climbing the tree, and the risk of getting hurt in a stick-fight. To eliminate the 
risks, they practised and advised one another how to be careful.  

As other researchers have pointed out, connecting with trees can bring 
many benefits to children, for example improved physical activity and 
creativity, and increased social interactions (Christian et al., 2015, Coe et al., 
2014, Gurholt & Sanderud, 2016, Jansson et al., 2016). My results reaffirm 
these observations. However, also in my data were situations in which the 
adults prevented children’s play around trees. In these cases, the adult became 
the obstacle for contact with the trees through appeals to safety, or sometimes 
because of a rush to join the pre-planned programme.  It is obvious that we 
need to emphasize the advantages of playing with trees for children. When 
educators understand children’s ability to skilfully learn caution through 
scaffolding and/or trial-and-error, they will feel more comfortable allowing 
children to play using their own risk management methods together with 
supportive and present adults. This might prevent the setting of unnecessary 
boundaries without trivializing adults’ need to secure children’s safety. In 
order to help the children to build their resilience and talent, adults need to 
consider their regulations; just allow the children challenge themselves. 

 



 

PIT is a line of action that is based on the scrutinized findings of the entire 
research project. As a practical approach, this implication aids in conducting 
a place-based and situational-sensitive nature activity for children. These 
simple guidelines for adults conducting nature activities are designed with 
primary school aged children in mind (~ 6-to 11- year-olds). As there are only 
a few basic and rather simple principles, this ‘method’ is easy to apply in any 
circumstance, large-scale or small, where and whenever the intention is to 
teach, introduce and provide activities or knowledge to bring children and 
nature closer together. Although the context presented here is a garden, these 
guidelines work equally well in other natural places: parks, forests, school and 
playgrounds near or far.  

Educators’ situational sensitivity is key to promoting connectedness to 
nature: encourage children to explore by trusting and supporting their 
initiatives. Curricula should include ample time for free play. Children can 
regard pedagogically well-designed assignments negatively if they are not 
attached to a place. The ideal duration for a programme is an entire growing 
season, with a minimum of two weeks, if possible, so that children have 
enough time to connect with the place. 

The younger the child is, the more dependent he or she is on her/his 
caretakers to take her outdoors. In early childhood, in particular, the world 
around is experienced through senses.  In order to help children to build their 
own, close, lifelong and beneficial nature contact, the first and foremost task 
for adults is to go outside with children.  
 
PIT (Place-based, Intention, Time) approach for connecting 
children and nature 
 
1. PLACE-BASED 

Nature can be found even within the most urbanized cities. Find a natural 
place nearby; make it special and familiar for the child. Point out 
interesting insects, plants, rocks, make observations and ask puzzling 
questions to discuss together. Find out together what is special and unique 
in this place. Do not emphasize but point out possible dangers. Set rules 
together with the children after getting to know the circumstances. Let 
children test their skills and take some risks, marvel at all (even the 
smallest) achievements. Visit the place often and in different weather 
conditions and seasons.  

Encourage the children to use their senses with exercises based on sense 
perception; for example, touching or listening to nature with their eyes 
closed. Make sure the children can manipulate and use natural play props 
in the place, instead of together with manufactured toys. Getting dirty is a 
good sign of connecting with nature and should not be restricted. Make 
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sure the child is wearing suitable clothing and/or keep changing clothes as 
necessary. 

The contextually right moment for an assignment is when children show 
proactive interest in a matter. That is a favourable time for the teacher to 
encourage the whole group to engage in a session of shared discussion and 
a knowledge transaction. Help to build affection by offering the children 
something of their ‘own’, a special plant to look after, or, name a tree or 
puzzle over the life of an earthworm. Learn the flora and fauna, the soil and 
physical features like rocks and water sources of that particular place in-
depth and forget the lectures about climate change or pollution problems 
(their time and place can come later in life). Love for nature learned in 
childhood can lead to pro-environmental behaviours. 

 
2. INTENTION 

In adopting an intention that supports nature-connection, an adult’s 
behaviour should be adjusted towards a more situational and child-centred 
mode. A child-centred attitude means being on their side: positive, 
straightforward, fair and consequential − always display nature-loving 
behaviour as an example for children. By showing affection towards nature, 
children adopt a devotional attitude from the adult’s example. 

If you have personal fears of some animals, for example bees, snakes or 
mice, do not transfer this fear to the children. Always respect and speak 
positively about every living creature, even if sometimes they can cause 
harm or get in the way of humans. If a dangerous situation occurs, stay 
calm and direct the children to a safe distance. Usually, it is best to explain 
that this garden (or another natural place) is a home for many plants and 
animals, and sometimes people must leave other living things in peace and 
move along.  

Avoid setting too many goals for one day or session. If you must, pick 
one educational goal or theme per occasion, and similarly one goal that 
should be accomplished, if your time is limited (e.g. in a gardening 
club/camp the sowing must be done in time). Keep good activities and tasks 
at the ready, so you can use them in an opportune situation. Remember 
that the goal is not to complete tasks, but to facilitate children’s contact 
with nature. Sometimes the best way to complete a task is to engage in a 
situational game or make-believe play. 

 Listen to children’s suggestions in planning ways to learn new themes 
and do not simply repeat someone else’s instructions. Use available 
educational materials as the source of inspiration that can be modified and 
adjusted according your particular group and place. For example, plant 
growing experiments with different soil types, or composting tests, interest 
and motivate children more if they have planned or joined in planning the 
experiments.  

Be ready to agree with children’s proposals (ask yourself, ‘why not?’) if 
they are likely to add to children’s sense of ownership, need for adventure 



 

and excitement and allow them to immerse themselves in a moment of play 
in nature. 

Do not emphasize gender roles in speech or by arranging separate 
activities for boys and girls. Children are individuals; there are competitive, 
adventurous girls just as there are sensitive, beauty-loving boys. 
 
 

3. TIME 
Bear in mind that children need time to get to know a place and that their 
behaviour changes during that process. Connectedness to nature cannot be 
achieved hastily during short programmes or visits, but children need time 
and repetition to build their connection to a special place. Regular, 
unhurried and long-lasting visits to the chosen nature place are necessary. 
With connectedness to natural place, forming within weeks, a love for 
nature for a lifetime could actually develop after several similar 
experiences. 

The first stage when entering a new space is to awaken the children’s 
attention, then involvement and, finally, their commitment. When arriving 
in a new environment, first, explore it at a slow pace together with the 
children. Give the children time to get to know their peers to make friends 
as well. Remember that the children will need more support during the first 
week in a new context and that in about two weeks, they will become more 
proactive. Allow and encourage child-directed exploration, especially after 
you have become familiar with the children and the place. When you notice 
child-directed free play is taking place, stay in the background; interfere 
only if someone is in acute danger of getting hurt. 

Concentrate on the present moment with situational sensitivity. Be 
flexible and open-minded for arising situations related to the place; for 
example, whenever the children point out something interesting in the 
surroundings, stop whatever is unfinished and marvel/wonder at the 
phenomenon together. Do not offer ready answers straight away but 
challenge the children to think and test ideas themselves. 
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The outcome of a GT process, the theory itself, is a product of a particular case 
from a particular context. With the theory, one can see only a general pattern 
but no individual differences or nuances. Although it is formulated as a result 
of a vigorous, long-term and in-depth analytical process, the verification of the 
theory is left for future research to elaborate and test (Dey, 1999, p. 20 citing 
Glaser, 1992, p. 16). To start with, every place unavoidably possesses a variety 
of qualities that affect the process: for example, the affordances, involved 
adults and the children, programme duration and applied curriculum. 

At the beginning of the fieldwork in Kumpula, my own position as an 
employee surely affected my standpoint and perspectives. Like all the other 
camp leaders, I was a ‘part of the system’, planning detailed day programmes 
for the children. We shared a common goal to facilitate a closer nature 
relationship for children through tasks and activities. We worked on the 
assumption that, through certain actions, we could ‘saturate’ children with a 
better nature connection. It was only after I had shifted my position as an 
observer a few times, and freed myself of all the official duties, that I was 
consequently able to disentangle myself from the prevailing ethos. Through 
these shifts in role and the long intervals of carrying out research combined 
with the GT analysis, I was able to better notice the children’s process-like, 
self-directed natural behaviour and be more objective in my interpretation. 

Placing the perceptions and interpretation repeatedly under assessment 
proved to be a challenging and laborious method. Yet, I believe that to become 
able to unravel the whole process of connecting with the place, the repeated 
and periodic data analysis that led to further data collection was a choice that 
helped in finding more relevant instances for discovering new connections.  I 
clearly could not be present in the field in multiple places at once and, 
consequently, many interesting incidents were certainly missed. In addition, 
even in the episodes observed, some inconspicuous children may have escaped 
unnoticed. However, the large and diverse data, cumulating throughout the 
years in the field, was a way to ensure the reliability of the study. In addition, 
the second-hand data acquired from the children’s drawings and the other 
group leaders' reports and video recordings alleviated the problem of missing 
cases. Acquiring more information in less time would be possible by engaging 
more of the children in self-observation by, for example, photographing or 
writing their own fieldnotes or by using video recordings. Especially my final 
year as an observer without a participatory role was fruitful, since I did not 
have any personal influence on the children’s behaviour, and I was, by then, 
outside of the ’system’ itself.  

 



 

In accordance with the GT method, the verification and generalization of the 
formulated IAO theory is left for future studies. Since my work is the first 
attempt to fill the gap in understanding children’s needs when they are 
introduced to a garden, I felt obliged not to follow any previous theories or 
models from environmental education, psychology or other disciplines. 
Approaching the problem openly, without a chosen perspective, the field of 
horticulture might also gain new place-based information about children’s 
relationship with nature.  

I encourage future research to test my model ‘Affordances channel 
connectedness to place’ and the IAO theory in various contexts – perhaps 
something is missing. For example, how is the connectedness to nature formed 
in different types of green, yet urban environments? How much ‘nature’ (in 
terms of scale and biodiversity) is necessary to gain a meaningful affordance-
based connection? The question of motives is equally interesting; something 
may still be missing regarding the variety and quality of impetuses required 
before children start utilizing the triggering affordances. Further, verifying the 
wider viewpoint from connectedness to place to connectedness to nature 
would demand testing the model in different types of circumstances in the long 
term.   

I suggest that future research look further into the tendency for selective 
openness to affordances; for example, what can children learn themselves 
from independently chosen affordances versus/combined with structural 
goal-orientated teaching? According to my observations and the work of 
others, it also would seem useful to estimate the level of necessary surveillance 
and regulation that least hinders nature contact — perhaps by letting the 
children participate in assessing the risks (Glenn et al., 2012; Skår et al., 2016; 
Skår & Krogh, 2009). I hope to see the integration of multiple child-centred 
methods to further explore children’s perspectives on how they perceive 
various places rather than only soliciting adults’ views about children’s 
behaviour and actions. 
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In order to promote beneficial nature contact for children, we need to know 
the preconditions and impetus behind children’s actions in a natural place.  
The findings showed that children’s connectedness to nature developed in a 
three-phased process to a state of an insider within two weeks, especially if the 
group leader trusted the children and allowed individual freedom for 
exploration and play. Children’s play became more imaginative and the use of 
specific and/or various affordances diversified with time, showing a prolific 
behavioural insideness alongside the increasing connectedness to nature. 
Independent, child-directed play was a central factor in forming behavioural 
insideness in a place. In a biodiverse garden, children can find enough 
interesting and challenging affordances to keep them above their level of 
independent functioning and this, consequently, leads to a widening of the 
ZPD. As a physical environment, the garden presented interesting and suitable 
affordances in each phase of connectedness to place (outsider, searcher, 
insider), and peers played a crucial role in passing on new skills at every step. 
Based on their versatility as a play space as well as a material bank, the most 
popular of these garden affordances were trees. The trees, notably, seem to be 
suitable ‘indicator’ affordances for assessing the development of children’s 
place-based behavioural insideness. 

An ideal children’s garden comprises space for free play and adventure: 
favourable features include trees of different species and sizes, tall and edible 
plants, hills, open spaces like lawns or fields, thickets or semi-wild areas and 
water features. I urge landscape architects and gardeners to create their plans 
keeping children’s needs in mind, and to design more appealing green spaces 
for children. In practice, they should include abundantly spatial and vegetative 
biodiversity in their designs, and preferably avoid fenced, single-species 
plantings. ‘Wild’ places (thickets, groves) with minimal maintenance are 
recommended because they attract children and enable long-lasting, 
imaginative play. Children need access to affordances, otherwise connection is 
impossible, and the place will be unfit and unfriendly for the children.  

First and foremost, a children’s garden should be a place where children 
can utilize and take advantage of the place-specific affordances according their 
interest and needs. Therefore, a biodiverse natural place combined with a 
long-lasting programme with plenty of opportunities for free play is more 
likely to generate a close and meaningful connectedness to place. If caretakers 
forbid free place-based play, they may prevent the children from engaging in 
self-directed learning and fulfilling their innate needs. In so doing, adults 
hinder children’s opportunities to foster a solid connection with a place and its 
affordances; correspondingly, the connection with nature will also fail to thrive 
and the process of connecting will suffer and remain short or only partial. 
Children in suburban and urban areas could benefit more from variable green 



 

spaces, such as a garden, if they were being supported to connect with nature 
in their own way and at their own pace. 

With this study, I substantiated that a garden is a potential place where 
children can find inspiration to fulfil their situational and developmental 
needs. In a garden, children are naturally exposed and drawn to a variety of 
multi-sensory learning opportunities that have the potential to support their 
growth and wellbeing. It is worthwhile for the adults conducting nature 
activities to adopt a permissive, tolerant and situational-sensitive line of 
action. If their objective is to teach something, why not attach the teaching 
content to matters that children already find interesting, by recognizing 
naturally occurring, situational and place-based learning opportunities? 
Children’s contacts with the affordances were highly dependent on a variety of 
external obstacles, contending against their personal and situational impetus. 
We can reduce such obstacles by adopting a situationally flexible, child-
centred attitude. 

Meaningful connectedness to place appears as behavioural insideness; 
during the insider phase, a child’s situational and developmental needs are 
met coherently. While seamlessly utilizing the affordances, children who are 
strongly connected to nature behave resourcefully and spontaneously, and 
completely absorb themselves in the play world enabled by that specific place. 
Close connectedness to a natural place can help children to learn valuable life 
skills such as managing risks, co-operation, trust and affection. It is visible in 
the children’s behaviour when connectedness to place has reached its height. 
At this final phase of connectedness as insiders, children can fulfil their inner 
needs for self-knowledge, -regulation and -confidence, as well as excitement, 
competence, friendship, creativity and imagination, and safety. In addition, a 
solid connectedness is manifested through the quality of children’s actions 
with the affordances; the use of affordances has reached its peak in versatility, 
which is, especially, clearly visible in the case of tree affordances (Fig 10).  

Gardens have gained popularity as learning environments for children: 
they are seen as a holistic and diverse environment, and gardening has proven 
to be an efficient activity to incorporate into various school subjects. Adult-led 
activities have often been goal-orientated, and mostly directed towards the 
future by completing a task or finding certain knowledge, and the underlying 
aims have been even higher, such as improved pro-environmental behaviour, 
psychological or physical benefits. At the same time, adults wish to promote 
the children's relationship with nature. Without the latest knowledge, 
planners may ultimately plan the wrong kinds of environments, and educators 
may plan programmes with little chance of success for the children. With the 
latest research, planning and conducting nature-based activities that will meet 
children’s needs becomes easier and more fruitful. Most importantly, the 
children can gain all the desired benefits that close nature contact can provide. 

The practical implementation model, PIT, combined with the formula of 
the IAO theory, has improved the potential to conduct and plan natural 
environments and garden-based activities for children in a child-centred way. 
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We can now recognize that for children to form a relationship with nature, they 
need repeated and long-term contact with an affordance-rich place. In any 
nature activity planned for children, we can take into account beforehand that 
the forming of connectedness to place is a three-phased process, affected by 
personal and situation-specific factors (Impetus), available Affordances, and 
Obstacles (=IAO theory). The impetus can be encouraging or inhibitory, but 
obstacles undoubtedly have an inhibitory effect. The (bio)diversity of 
affordances has a positive impact on the process, whereas the lack of suitable 
affordances has a negative effect. In order to assist children in forming their 
behavioural insideness using the IAO theory, it is easiest to first estimate the 
obstacles and the possible impetus, as well as the available affordances within 
any nature-based context. Furthermore, the practical guidance of PIT, the 
promotion of a place-based and situation-driven line of action, encourages 
adults to let go of unnecessary rules or personal fears that might become an 
obstacle for children and their connection to nature. 
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